Bomb Girls - Social Media Comments
– Part 2 (1,001 – 2,000) –

Global TV cancelled the World War II-themed drama Bomb Girls
at the end of April 2013. Since then a great number of internet
users have voiced their opinion on the official Bomb Girls Global
and Reelz Facebook pages, the online petitions, Twitter, Tumblr,
and other blogs and social media.
The main message is clear: Bomb Girls should not have been
cancelled.
Below is a collection of online comments from viewers that have
spoken up after the announcement of the cancellation.
The Save Bomb Girls team will keep updating this list and add
more comments over time. Please visit savebombgirls.com for
more details.

Roberta B.

I design alot of uniforms and dresses for
women who portray bomb girls in the
United States and I am interested in the
clothing they used for bomb girls and also
seeing the history the girls and the show
portrayed.

Megan B.

This is an amazing show! Put it in a new
time slot, do something to save it!! Try
again!

Liz L.

very few original stories on the t.v. this is
a great one, best acting of any canadian
show I have see. As good as any American
series. I am sick of reality t.v.

Corinne B.

This is a terrific show with quality writing
and great acting, a real pleasure to watch.
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jess k.

Because bomb girls is real. It is moving
and beautiful, and so real!

Robyn W.

This is such a great show with a lot of
historical significance. It's nice to watch a
show that takes place in Canada too.

Karen Z.

It is Canadian and the best show on
television. I watch only this and Law and
Order. That is saying a lot! Great cast and
great story. It must not be cancelled!

Laurys S.

Because is one of the best tv shows out
there. Beautifully written and highly
inspirational.

Joe F.

GREAT Writing Incredible acting

Kellie W.

I love Bomb Girls. I am signing because
there are no other shows like this and it is
amazing!

LeeAnne M.

historically informative, Entertaining.
Well written storyline. Canadian.About
women and their relationships on the job
,at home,in the community and for the
country.

Andy W.

There are few good tv shows as it is, it
shows women in a positive light and is
entertaining.
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Karen H.

This show is fantastic and the thought
that it has been cancelled is unbelievable.
That decision needs to be reversed and
filming needs to begin immediately for
Bomb Girls Season 3.

Debra V.

I love Bomb Giirls! Just a nice changed
from all the cop, hospital and reality
shows!! Love all the character as well!
Please keep this show going!!

Jennifer A.

Great writing, cast.

Tiffany H.

This is an incredibly inspiring show. I
needed something to lift my spirits after a
tornado tore my life apart, and this show
was it..

Adele L.

An amazing story, that needs and
deserves an ending.

Martin F.

This serial is great.!

Kerri G.

I love the show. My mother was a W.A.C.
in WWII out of respect for women who
served at home and abroad, it should
continue. It's better than all the reality
shows.

Gloria A.

I watch the show on the Armed Forces
Network. It's wonderful to have a WW2
show focusing on women helping the war.
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Jason R.

Good shows need to stay on the air. Not
be cancelled to make room for garbage.

Marye P.

I love this show.

Dina J.

I played it for my 92 year old
grandmother and she loved it so much
she cried when I told her it had ended. I
love it as well and have introduced it to
my friends and other family members

Sherry M.

Thoughtful story line, historic setting,
wonderful acting. Please don't cancel.

Christine W.

There is so little worth while TV, this is a
great show, keep it going!!

David E.

This show depicts a significant part of
history. It should not be lost in the pages
of time.

Shauntae C.

This show is better than a majority of
what's on TV now and I would love to see
Bomb Girls continue!

Anne B.

An exceptional Canadian show

Lizabeth R.

It is so unusual to find a show that shows
the values most people espouse - hard
work, pride of country, close friendship. It
seems the very best shows are the ones
that don't make it.
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June S.

I love the history, the story, the girls, the
music. I think it helps the Veterans. My
Dad loves to watch it.

Erin C.

It is an exceptionally high quality show
and 100% CANADIAN! Not aware of any
other show that meets these same
standards. Only show that accurately
illustrates women in Canada during the
WW2. This is too important a subject
matter to lose! BRING IT BACK!!

Margaret G.

Don't be like the guy who decided
canceling Star Trek was a good idea! We
LOVE this show!

Stacia K.

My daughter and I love Bomb Girls.
Please don't disappoint it's huge fan base
by letting the show become a casualty of
circumstance.

monika g.

Great show, well-written, authentic set
and costume design. The story line is
important for the progress of Women's
Rights.

Wayne J.

This is a TOP QUALITY show!

Ana G.

The world needs to know the amazing
contribution that these girls did. Young
girls need role models like them.
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Eleisha C.

This is a wonderful period TV drama. The
finale of season 2 said it perfectly: "This is
not the end." There's so much more to the
story!

Amy D.

Bomb Girls has so much potential, with a
wealth of possible stories and amazing,
strong female characters. It's a crime to
cancel it!

Debbie R.

This show lets today's world have a
glimpse into the hardships felt during
some of the toughest times, that has given
us what we have today...not to mention it
is not full of cursing, sex scenes that do
not leave anything to the
imagination...great story, great actors.
Didn't know they were cancelling until I
was looking for the season premier...for
some reason the good stuff seems to
disappear...

Staci S.

This is the best show I have seen in a
loooooong time. It's so rare to have a
show where you get so wrapped up in
each characters' lives and stories. The
writing is fantastic, and the acting is
wonderful! There needs to be a show on
the air that is this amazing, and it needs
to be Bomb Girls.

Suelen S.

is an injection of reasons to return to the
feminist movement!

Teresa F.

Best drama on TV
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candice c.

I found Bomb Girls on Netflix and Fell in
love with the show! I Don't care for
Reality tv but to find a show that reflects a
time that my Great Grandma went
through and i pictured her there with the
other women. I have admired for what
those women did. Please Bring back
Bomb Girls!!! Thabk you

Monia A.

There is no word good enough to describe
the amazingness of this show. It is just
great. We feel for the characters and it is
really worth watching. I would be a shame
to leave it this way.

laura t.

this is a wonderful series w/actual plot,
from the point of view of our factory
workers during the war. its much better
than anything else on television.

SHAWN B.

I THINK THIS A GREAT SHOW

Roy R.

Great show, doesn't deserve to be
cancelled because Global made poor
decisions in the scheduling.

Ruth C.

excellent show, great acting, one of the
best shows on tv

Irene D.

It is a really well written show and I like it
a great deal. It is very difficult to find well
written shows. It would be a shame to kill
one like this.
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Heidi B.

The show has an amazing story line. I love
the characters, the fashion, and it brings
us a hint as to what life was like for the
men and women of the 1940s during
WWII.

Laura B.

This show is far more interesting than
reality TV and it is based on a very
important part of history. it makes me
proud to see a Canadian show that is so
well written and well produced. More!

Yusha-Marie S.

This show is one of the best that I've seen
in a long time. I would be so very much
like to see more of it. Two seasons is just
not enough!

Wayne M.

This is the one of only a few shows on TV
that is about strong willed women. It is
very well written.

Julien D.

This show is amazing and inspirational. I
love that its Canadian and focuses around
women. Beautifully filmed!

Teresa N.

I've learned about Canada and about the
homfront during WWII. It tells stories
I've never seen anywhere else!

Isabel P.

this series is so wonderful! It really does
need a third season. Season two can't be
the end. I love this show!

Heidi S.

T.V that educates
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nicole u.

This show is very special and it portrays
the women who worked in the bomb
factories in a very new and fresh way. It is
a really great show and there is an ever
growing fan-base for this show. Please
continue it!!!

Monica A.

While serving in the US Army, stationed
in Korea, I came across Bomb Girls and
was hooked. Of all the trash that is kept
on TV, this is worth keeping. Wish the US
had a show like this. Watching this show
is worth my time.

LINDA U.

women's role in history

Francine M.

Love this show about strong women

Kim S.

Finally a show that doesn't
"look"Canadian. Please keep up the good
work!

Holly L.

This is a wonderfull show, also hard to get
in scotland but worth the struggle! The
show is not only hugley entertaining but
also underlines the history of the women
who served in the war all those years ago.
So its educational and great to watch,
what more could you want?
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Karoliina H.

I love this show. And I love the cast. We
need something that isn't as popular as
Downton because that will not ruin the
script. I think this is my favourite show
right now and to not getting anything
anymore just crush me.

William M.

This is an excellent show and there are so
few, I'd like to save the good ones.

Nicholas W.

Really enjoyed the show, looking for more
info and seen it was cancelled. Sad.

Emma T.

The show is amazing and not just a peice
of fluff. I watch it for the characters and
their relation to the war effort. It is also
really imporant to show what it was like at
the home front (much like Foyles War
which was cancelled and renewed!) and
its rare tha we see a series about how war
affected Canada and of course women.
Please bring it back!!

nancy t.

Quality tv

John D.

Best show on tv last year

Lauriem N.

I love Bomb Girl. It's an intelligent serial

Arlene S.

It is a shame to lose good Canadian
television ... especially when there is so
little of it being made!
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dave k.

tHE SHOW IS GREAT fabulous story
lines,

Brittany S.

This show shows strong female roles and
it shows sexuality through another
decade! I feel the audience and everyone
who watches it can really learn from that
time and benefit from it. Its well written,
the cast has such chemistry it is insane.
Why would you cancel it? At least do one
more season to wrap it up. I am dying to
know what happens and what will
happen. Please dont cancel it this show is
amazing and has such freaking potential,
its uncanny.

linda n.

Really need to keep quality programs on
the air especially since there are so few
these days.

Deborah H.

Genuine quality in acting and story line,
which is a rare find in TV or film today.

Carla M.

Excellent show. There aren't many quality
programs on TV but Bomb Girls is a
standout. It is well written, well acted and
very entertaining. Why do companies
cancel all the best shows and leave the
garbage on TV?
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Caroline Y.

Hello, Bomb Girls is a history lesson for
all of Canada to see, appreciate and learn
from. I am embarrassed to say I am one of
the ignorant that did not know what went
on in our own city. This series is
beautifully written, which stars
exceptional talent and is very, very well
cast....Shame, Shame on you if you think
this show is not worth continuing. It's a
creation that everyone should be very
proud of and now it is the networks
responsibility, a Canadian Network at that
to make sure it happens. A crack-whip
marketing team needs to be working on
making sure the numbers watching
grow....Regards, Caroline Yli-Luoma

Anna D.

Bomb Girls is great Canadian
programming, it does not warrant
cancellation!

Cornelia R.

because since watching it I've instantly
become addicted. The story line is
different to any other show I've watched.
It shows heroism and the fight of what
would did women in WWII and instead of
other shows just showing men.

Emem U.

it's the most original, simple yet fantastic
show we've seen in a long time

gretchen c.

this is such an unusual show ...history,
drama, very unique
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Melanie H.

So interesting to see what life was like for
both my grandmas. They told me stories
at their knees, and also how lucky I was to
have so many choices in life but I never
really understood. I love this show. Only
one I care about on tv. Bring it back!

David J.

Excellent,well acted series good to see a
Canadian series for a change

Sandra A.

This is a great show!!!! Please don't
cancel!!!

Lilli C.

Love the show!

Colleen B.

We live close to the Defense Industries
site and feel it is important to maintain
the history behind Canada's war support.

George S.

I am a teacher and this show was quite
instructional as to what WWII was like at
home for the women who contributed.
MY grandmother had been an employee
at Wallace Barnes Spring for 15 years
when the war broke out. Much like Lorna,
she had a difficult family to deal with
while working as a caring matron to the
new women on the line. The stories of
Bomb Girls are very reminiscent of stories
she told. For the sake of History and
Culture, please reconsider your decision.

Steven K.

Love the show. There are little decent
programming on TV. Especially
Canadian.
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Chelsea M.

I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix and
was devastated to learn that I would not
be able to continue watching these
characters I've become so invested in.
Despite the story taking place over 70
years ago, the issues translate to the
present. I do hope Global TV will
reconsider the continuation of Bomb
Girls.

Roman R.

Great drama!

Emma B.

This show is creative and inspiring. It's
unique among tv shows these days which
mostly show drunk stupid people making
poor choices. Bomb Girls hits home on
many important human rights and
womens' rights issues of the time. It also
has excellent actors and plenty of
interesting story lines.

Erin R.

It's good entertainment. And it reminds
us of an important era in world history.

diana g.

bring back this show! it matters, it's
unique, it's our history and it's made very
well,

Kelly W.

I just started watching this show in April
2013. I cam upon it accidentally and have
been hooked ever since. I love the strong
female characters and the historical
setting. I have looked forward to every
Wednesday at 7:00 pm. Please please
don't cancel this quality programming
and wonderful show.
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ezra s.

This show is important historically and
has many viewers. Should not be
cancelled due to baseless politics.

Rachel A.

This show is incredibly powerful both
with the cast and with the story it tells. It
is heartbreaking that due to cancellation
this show may not live up to its full
potential and tell the story it could tell.
Bring back Bomb Girls.

Diane H.

This is absolutely one of the best shows on
TV.

Shoua L.

This is an outstanding show. The cast is
amazing!!! It's nice to see a show the
whole family can enjoy. Also getting to see
WWII through the eyes of these
wonderful women. Getting to expirience
the nation coming together. It's just really
genuine television that you can't get
anymore in todays living. Too many
reality stuff.

Denise G.

KEEP BOMB GIRLS FOR MORE TV
SEASONS!!!!

Robin M.

Canada's role in supplying bombs during
the war is not well known nor is the role
of women as factory workers. This show
brings out many important issues of the
time.
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P D.

As I was growing up we learned mostly
about American history. This show
highlights the contribution that Canada
along with its men and women put forth
during the second war. Stellar cast and
great show that the whole family can
watch.

Alexa K.

This is my absolute favourite show. It is
the only one I watch faithfully! It is a
show that debuts an exciting history for
Canada! Please do not cancel.

Dan L.

A really great narrative portraying a bit of
Canadian history and who we were. We
seem to be denying our history in the
broader world and this is a great antidote

Lisa W.

Rarely does a TV show depict multiple
intelligent, strong female characters. This
show is a positive influence on our young
girls and women

Leah E.

It is a wonderfully crafted television show
that highlights strong female characters
that is truthful and empowering.

Randy M.

A great show that tells stories that needed
to be told for decades.

Raylene N.

Great Canadian Television!
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Julia A.

It is a really nice change to see a tv drama
with women fighting against the
stereotypes of the time period.

Meredith L.

This show's strong female characters (and
the actors who portray them) are
breathtaking! Every young women like me
should watch this show! It serves as a
reminder of how much women have
achieved in the workplace and also how
much more we can achieve in the future! I
started to watch this show on Netflix and
finished the first season in a day and a
half because it was unlike anything else I
have seen on television! Please consider
the audience you have and the audience
you could have in the future if this show
got more exposure! Please renew Bomb
Girls!

Pat R.

Bom Girls is the most relevant show on
TV that shows just how important women
are, both in times of war & in daily life.
The show is so well written, & provides
role models for today's young girls, who
seem to have no idea how to stand up for
themselves, whether it be abusive
boyfriends or bullying, etc. There is so
much garbage on TV, I can't believe that
Global would cancel such an important &
relevant show.

Lynn M.

Represents the important role of
Canadian women during the war. Being
the daughter of a Canadian airman and
British citizen, it helps remind me of life
experienced during those difficult times....
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Ashley H.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows and
has such great characters! You feel
connected to these characters! Please
listen to your public! Keep Bomb Girls!!

Paz M.

Because this show is amazing, it has a
really good message and it's super well
written!

E. G.

Bomb Girls is GREAT show

Judy L.

It's a great tv show about Canadian
women for Canadians.

Chris A.

I enjoy the show, it's Canadian content
and view.

Mable L.

My Mother was a "Bomb Girl"!! This
wonderful series has remembered my
mother's work and dedication to this
country!! This is why this series should
continue!! The Bomb Girls series, has
brought my own daughters relation to the
past, seeing how her own grandmother
worked as a Real Bomb Girl!!!! Please,
continue the series Bomb Girls!!
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Morgan L.

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazingly
written and historically accurate shows I
have ever seen. It's brilliant how a show
set so far in the past can affect and
entertain so many. It really shines a light
on women during this crucial era in
history, many forget all the contributions
women made and what a turning point it
was for feminism and progress in general.
With all the trash currently on television I
think that it is crucial that we keep such a
stunning and genius show running. Save
Bomb Girls!

CAROL F.

This is an excellent show. Guess i should
quit watching TV as every show I really
enjoy gets cancelled. Too bad that some
people could learn about history, but
apparently this is not important anymore.

Cindy M.

This is a GREAT show and there aren't
that many good things to watch these
days.

Sue F.

im learning about another countrys war
efforts to start with...but love the storys of
the familys surounding the factory, found
this program by chance, and never looked
back only wishing i could watch the next
episode there and then. brilliant
program...want lots more..............
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Rhonda S.

I don't watch alot of tv. When I saw a
commercial a month ago. I have been
spending time catching up on globaltv.ca.
I am on season 2 episode 4 now and then
I find out it has been cancelled. With
PVR's and TIVO out there now, half a
season with low numbers isn't enough
time to judge the ratings. I just found it.

Stephanie G.

This is a show unlike any other out there.
Where else can we witness our early
feminists' triumphs? Don't hide this from
the world.

Clare D.

As a Canadain living in The US, this is
brillant Canadian Television. As a
daughter of a WWII veteran and surviour,
this is an important story, this is our
story.

Margaret B.

love this series . please bring another
season back.

BRENDA M.

I love this show. It's one of the best on TV,
and a very talented cast. I love that the
writers are giving such a true account of
the women of WW11. Please Renew!

Katie W.

I don't live in Canada, but I really dig this
show. Please renew it (and syndicate it in
the states!)

Russell H.

great ww2 drama!
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Aarlene C.

I want more. Just more.

Carlene C.

Great story lines and lovelable characters.

Susan M.

One of the best shows to come on TV in a
long time. Look forward to each new
episode.

Karen V.

I never knew that Bomb Girls existed!
That's a marketing problem. Netflix
suggested it. I love it. It's not full of blood,
guts, and gore. It's a quality program that
develops complex characters. If you go
through the effort of producing and
making a series, for goodness sake,
market it! Please bring Bomb Girls back.

simone s.

The show is so original with great actors
and production values. Characters are
really likable. Please give us a season
3....and save me from watching more
reality TV garbage.

Sheila S.

Excellent Canadian historical drama. I
looked forward to each show and was
never disappointed.

barbara m.

This is a well acted historical, important
genre that reflects women's importance in
a crucial time in world war II
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Charles R.

It is a well written and acted series. We
have the talent why don't we showcase it?
It is an interesting look at a part of our
history and one of the most engaging
shows on television. I cannot understand
why a show of this calibre is cancelled and
mindless American sitcoms and reality
shows are being aired. This show has a
fan base, a silent one, but it is there.

Chrystelle B.

It's based on a historic well written,
compassionate story with much potential.
Great actresses & actors , the characters
are unique and lovable. For once a show
from a canadian perspective beautifully
shown on Bomb Girls. The chemistry of
the show is wonderful. Don't cancel Bomb
Girls, it would be a mistake.

Paul B.

Aside from being entertaining, this series
has educated me on issues such as
wartime detention in Canada. It has
inspired me to learn more about how
Canada wa affected by the war and
Canadian culture. (I am a U.S. citizen.)

Jasmine M.

This show has genuinely good actors! I
look forward every week for this show and
it cannot just end after 2 seasons! Bring it
back!

Cristal H.

Because it teaches history in a fun way. It
shows strong women gaining their
independance. Plus it is a great show.
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rick c.

my wife & I enjoy watching it. I feel that it
is very well done. It reflects an often
overlooked view of the home front during
ww2. Woman ran industry, & the world
really never was the same afterward. They
were now interested in more than just
being a housewife. Can you imagine what
they went through? Being a locomotive
engineer while your loved ones where at
war oversees. Then expected to go home
& raise children when it was over? The
world hasn't been the same since.

ellizabeth k.

I love the series.....please continue it

Aimee B.

There aren't enough shows with a mainly
female cast, especially not ones this
awesome. Keep this show and these
wonderful characters.

elise b.

this show is one of the best why take that
away for shows that will not make it

shamil b.

show cases Canada's history and is
generally a well planned show with good
plots
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DeeDee M.

The show is so original there will never be
another show even close to this. I've
grown so tired of all of the reality shows
and the shows that aren't even close to
reality. It was so nice to watch a show
about something that actually took place
during an important time in our history.
Love the characters, love the attention to
detail, with everything from their clothes
and scenery, to the way they speak the
correct slang for the time. I hope Global
TV will reconsider and give this show
another season.

Brenda W.

There is only a few shows that Global
offers that have any quality to them and
this show is one of the best. I f they must
give priority to the US then perhaps
anouther channel can pick it up.

Judith M.

Bomb Girls is a great show. Tv doesn't
have a lot of really good shows but Bomb
Girls is by far one of the best.

Lorine H.

This was the only show I made time for
while I was in paramedic school! My
grandfather was a T4 in the US Army
during WWII and this show allows us to
see what the lives in North America was
like during this time. It is QUALITY
television! I am so SICK of the crap that
passes as television anymore. Reality tv is
a joke! I want Bomb Girls! Please renew it
for another season! It is doing well, why
fix something when it is not broken!!! Go
BOMB GIRLS!!!
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Nancy M.

The story line is brilliant and gives us
glimpse of the past that has only been
equaled lately by Downton Abbey! The
cast works together so well that you
caught up in the story line and at the end
of the show have to remind yourself that
WWII is not still being fought! I worked
in a factory myself until recently and they
got the details right! There is more than
enough poor programing out there-- save
this great one!

Lynne C.

I like the show and it's different than
anything offered on tv right now.

Cate M.

The knowledge of the show passes down
information not to be forgotten. I love to
hear stories of WWII and have since I was
very young. This is a wholesome show
that my daughter and I can watch
together while learning about such an
important time in our culture. Please save
this gem of a show!!

Rhonda M.

As an historian, I value this show for both
its historic richness and its entertainment
value. This is an important piece of
television that is incredibly well written
and performed. It is completely absurd to
cancel it when it is just now coming into
its own so to speak.

Joan R.

great show, interesting story lines, strong
cast
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Christine C.

My grandmother was one of these
women. She worked in a similar factory
here in the US.

Penelope G.

This is one of the few great Canadian
shows we have. Why cancel a good thing?
This show had a lot of viewers, and would
have had more if it weren't for the
interruption by an American reality show.
It shows a pivotal shift in our history,
which resonates with people world wide.
Give Canadian television it's chance to
shine.

April R.

My father was a tail gunner in the 8th Air
Force in World War II . I love Bomb Girls
and also believe it serves as a video
history lesson to our younger generations
in an interesting format.

Georgina M.

The best Canadian show. Keep Canadian
Actors working.

Beverley C.

One of the few Canadian shows that I like
to watch. Great female characters. No car
chases. Smart dialogue. Love it.

John M.

I had a whole list of reasons why my wife
and I love this show and why it should
NOT be cancelled. However, after reading
the many fine comments already posted, I
find that I can't add anything new to the
discussion except to say that this show is
wonderful and meaningful to us as my
wife's mother was a "bomb girl" in the US
during WWII - please save this show!
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Rosemarymary
D.

I just love Bomb Girls! Please renew it! Its
also a piece of History and we should be
proud to produce it! Please let it continue!

Kathryn L.

this is an amazing, fun, informative, and
addictive show. I want more, more, more!
My 15 year old daughter watches it too,
and its much more fun than her American
and world history class - its turning her
around from "hating history" to loving it.
keep it coming, please! there is so much
more to see and learn and be "in the
know" about. The younger generation
needs to understand how they got where
they are today. this is a story that needs to
be told- the good, the bad, & the ugly! we
need more, more, more! please! bomb
girls season 3! Aho!

Rebecca T.

It is a fabulous show that is well written
and produced. Keep it going!

Josie H.

It's incredible to see the representation of
women on television in such an honest
and positive light.

Jocelyne A.

Part of our history

Amelia H.

This is the only show worth watching and
it's great that it airs on the global website,
so easy to catch up.
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Chris W.

I love the show. The time frame and
historical Canadian aspect gives me pride.
It's nice to see a show with depth rather
than the mind numbing dribble we are
usually blasted with.

Patty T.

Simply put, the show is smart. The
dialogue, the acting, the storyline; it's real
T.V. ,not reality T.V. And thank goodness
for that. I enjoy watching a good drama
that isn't full of drama queens and stupid
dialogue. It has so much going for it. I
hope you will consider keeping it on. You
should be proud of it.

Eric S.

Great acting, important part of our
history.

Pat K.

This show represents real people and a
part of Canada's history.

Kelly M.

I live in Ajax and one of my Aunts worked
here during the war. The show is better
than most shows on TV today.

Julie P.

I love this show. My grandmother and her
sister worked in munitions factories in
Detroit. I feel like i'm looking into their
lives with this show. I just discovered it on
Netflix and I was so disappointed to learn
that it was canceled before i even started
watching. Please bring it back!
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Kristine S.

This show isn't just another show!! It
portrays our history and what are past
generations have gone through and the
most elegant and beautiful way! It brings
tears to my great grandmothers and
grandmothers eyes! There should be more
shows like this on TV instead of all the
bullshit shows like Jersey Shore on MTV!!
This show means so much to me and to
everyone else I know watching it! PLEASE
PLEASE RENEW BOMB GIRLS!!!

Leanne L.

This is an amazing show, portraying
women, as strong, and resilent. It is NOT
another "reality" show, it educates and
entertains and lets people know about
Canada's envolvement in the war effort.

Angie C.

Bomb Girls is critically acclaimed, has
mass appeal, and the strength of vocal
fans. I am flummoxed by its cancellation.
It makes no business sense to me.
Certainly, there must be another producer
that would pick up this gem? The time is
right for women to see themselves as vital
participants in history.

Elizabeth M.

I love this series so much, I would even go
so far as to say it is my favourite tv series.
The plot is original, the acting is superb
and the storyline is worth fighting for.

Layla G.

This was a great show at a time where you
have to really look for a great show. Do
not cancel a keeper
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teresa m.

it is untold story of our history that has
been so far untold

Bruce H.

It covers an important part of Canadian
history and highlights the significant
contribution of Canadian women during
WWII.

Aimee S.

History lessons never really mentioned
the part women played in the war. This
program was educational, thoroughly
entertaining and endlessly inspirational.
Save Bomb Girls!

Luanne M.

Amazing show that I wish to support.

Jacquie T.

I love this show and would hate to see it
cancelled!

Alicia H.

Bomb Girls is not only an incredible TV
show, it is also an excellent adaptation of
working women in WWII. I am totally
gutted to hear of its cancellation.

Bobbie S.

I love this show! It has an amazing story
line with great actors/actresses and is a
quality television show. It engages you
and is full of emotional complexities and
truth about an era of femininity. I truly
believe this is the type of show that can
renew female relationships and make
women look at one another differently.
This is so much more than just another
television show!
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Carole S.

This is intelligent drama that focuses on
life at home during the Second World
War and the essential role of women and
other people on the home front. My
Mother tells me that her senior friends
are very disappointed. Most do not have
Internet access and will not see this
petition. this excellent show needs
another chance..give it more
publicity..Many people I know did not
even know it existed.

Roxanne E.

This show is not just an entertaining
drama, but it addresses the way women
once had to concede to the male
dominated society. These women provide
a look into how far women have
come...and how far we have to go.

Emily C.

Because its a great show and I want to see
more, why else?

Sandee R.

Our daughter has an undergraduate
degree in History and is now pursuing her
Masters in History. Clearly, history is very
important to our family. The show Bomb
Girls brings history to life. Loyal viewers
want to see this show back on the air.

Art S.

Excellent drama. Counters dumb reality
TV shows. WWII history from the young
Canadian women's perspective.

Anna L.

This is one of the best WWII-related YV
shows I've ever seen. I'd hate to see it go
so soon.
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Fran A.

I absolutly love this show. Can't wait each
week to watch. Please keep it on, I love it
so much.

Sandra R.

I have met many women in the course of
my work over the years who made
immense contributions in various roles
during the war effort. I have always
listened to their stories in complete awe.
This show plays an important key in
keeping their legacy alive. As Lorna says
in the first season... these women were
our soldiers at home. Lest we forget.

Abigail T.

This show is not only entertaining it is
also inspirational. Seeing how strong and
hard working the women are portrayed
can touch any one who feels small and
insignificant.

Melissa R.

Great show I found on Netflix . Love it!

Heather P.

I think this show is great, and should
continue telling the stories of the women
during World War Two. It's smart,
compassionate, well written and
exceptionally acted.

Betty L.

Cast portrayal of strong women
characters who made great contributions
to Canada and the War efforts.
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Dawn N.

I just found this show and am wondering
why you have tried selling each episode
on Amazon for us in the United States. I'd
buy the season, this is an amazingly well
written show and the chemistry with the
cast is great. Please reconsider.

Sherry A.

It is an educational show and it shows us
women in their age bracket how different
life was even as short as 70 years ago

Enda P.

Love this show and I would love to see
another season.

Tracy F.

This has been one of the best shows on TV
in years.

Zoe W.

This show is amazing, with fantastic
female characters and an excellent dose of
rare, well done queer representation

William A.

This show is original, fresh, interesting,
and wonderful. I absolutely love it! Please
save it!

Nancy R.

I look forward to this show every week.
Canadian has come a long way from
Beach Combers Great show, great actors,
and great story line
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Denise S.

This series brings back so much history in
an era that was so important and vital to
remember. It really gives the audience a
true picture of the character of people
back then and how they lived. I absolutely
love it, and look forward to each episode.
Please do not cancel it, the younger
generation really needs to be exposed to
series like the Bomb Girls.

samantha k.

this show is to good to let slip away,im so
tired of seeing so many good show "die" in
the 1st or 2nd seasons,to lose bomb girls
so early would be horrible.

James C.

It is an EXCELLENT show, not the reality
crap we are being forced fed. Great cast,
great story line, and GREAT production
work.

Jose C.

It is one of the best Canadian shows I
have seen here in the US and from
anywhere.
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renee g.

i liked that bomb girls was based on
something real, i think it shows how bad
things are when a show that is based on
what really happened and what women
went through to get us where we are now,
is cancelled and the shows about
vampires and werewolfs are top shows. i
wont lie i watch the vampire diaries and
other shows, but i do like bomb girls
because it shows how women were
treated, i was looking forward to see what
happened and how it ended..... im
wondering how i can watch the rest even
though its not being played.

Judith A.

What an excellent series this is! The
historical perspective is unique and
probably new to many viewers. I think the
acting is very good, and it is such fun to
see the period fashions and hair styles.
Please renew Bomb Girls for another
season!

Sharon N.

Class TV

Karina S.

There are so few shows with the writing
and acting quality as Bomb Girls. No
schtick. Just great stories and excellent
acting. Inspiring and moving
performances by lead actresses who
deserve to be seen. I would hate not to see
these women's stories play to their
natural conclusions.
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Brittany R.

Bomb Girls is a mighty fine show. I would
love to see more shows with such
gumption and complexities while giving
viewers such interesting characters that
they effortlessly come to know and to
which they can relate. Definitely give it
more time to grow.

kevin h.

It is important that Canadian stories get
told, and there is a world out there
waiting to hear them! This should go on
as a series. Two seasons is not enough!

Natalie B.

Bomb Girls is one of the most 1. well
made 2. educational 3. feminist 4.
sensitive shows on television.

Karen M.

Very very good show about an important
time in our history, with a unique
Canadian perspective on WWII

Amanda R.

Great show, canadian hertiage and
exceptional all around

alyce k.

this is one of the best shows on and for
young girls having these ladies s role
models is a hell of a lot better than the
kardashians etc please save this show and
save our girls
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Melissa R.

I love this show I watch it every morning
as I do my make up. The old timey
fashion and style is so inspiring. In
addition the strong characters help me
feel confident to start my day. Don't
cancel the show. I LOVE the characters!

Deborah M.

A great show! Great cast!

Sharon F.

I think we need to keep good canadian
shows.

McKenzie W.

This show is wonderful!

Shannon T.

I love this show! We need to keep quality
programming on the air.

Kristin P.

Rare is it to find a show that can make
you cheer for the characters when they do
something great, be sad when they are
hurt, and yell when everything goes
wrong. It's rare to find something that
connects with you so deeply and inspires
you. So please consider renewing Bomb
Girls.

Carrie S.

This show is something worth continuing,
please reconsider the decision to cancel
the show.
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Tara C.

The show is entertaining. It is historical
and shows the importance of women
during this time period. The show is very
well written and most of all shows off
Canadian views.

Mary P.

This is the best show on the air. Why stop
a great thing in the making? Whast will I
discuss with my other medical friends.
Please NO! NO! NO let it live on.

Carmina H.

It's a great show

Jenni K.

I just found this outstanding show. Far
better than other shows out there.

Marti D.

Bomb Girls has really empowered me!
I've never been hooked onto a TV Serious
besides cartoons because in the cartoons I
can escape from reality. Live action TV
Serious in the US currently don't teach
anything worth learning and I thought the
people who wrote and acted in them were
just annoying attention hogs. That's until
I watched "Bomb Girls"... Its sad to have
read that a TV serious that is making
aware of a part of human history,
dedication the lives of the Bomb Girls
who did live in that era and SACRIFICED
just as much as the men, and is
empowering many Women and Men
being canceled. WHY!? I was proud to see
someone create such a beautifully
outrageous story honoring not only the
Bomb Girls and women, but also a lot of
minorities. Please, please don't cancel
"Bomb Girls"!!
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Susan C.

This is such a good television show. I have
been captivated from the beginning. So
much of what is on is pure garbage!
Please bring it back!

Cindy P.

One day when flipping through the
channels on my TV, I found this show and
fell in love with it after 2 episodes. The
acting and storyline for bomb girls is
fantastic and I even love the costuming. I
am very upset that the show has been
cancelled and can only hope that the
global tv network can change their minds
and understand that fans of bomb girls
love history and most importantly this
show!

Irin V.

It`s a good and interesting show, I like it.
Please renew Bomb Girls for another
season.

Allison M.

One in a life time show. Seriously the
best.

kahlil r.

because the show is GREAT!

hillary w.

This is an excellent show that needs to be
kept on the air. It is interesting and
fascinating and much better too watch
than alot or the programming that we
have on television now.

Celeste C.

It's a great Show
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Julio D.

Cause I'm a fan of the era and the cast is
great. I want More!!!

Kelly B.

Bomb Girls portrays historical facts about
life in Canada during the 2nd World War;
things that I didn't learn about in high
school history class....and probably
should have.

J. B.

Bomb Girls is not only interesting, but a
true piec eof Canadian history that needs
to be shown. Also, it was placed on
Monday night up against two really strong
shows - Murdoch Mysteries and The
Following. Global needs to put it back
where it was before so that those who
want to watch don't have to time shift it
on their PVR's! please give it one more
season in a better time slot and see what
happens! Finally, stop splitting the season
for other shows, especially for inane
American shows that are useless!

stacy j.

Because it is one of the best shows on
tv!!!!!

Alain A.

There are too many cop, lawyer, hospital
and "Reality" shows. Bomb Girls, being a
period drama is different. Displaying a
important in history where women were
let out of the kitchen and into the working
world en mass. The differences in
attitudes between then and now is
amazing to see. Watching these women
face new challenges and new ideals. Keep
your blinkin' cop dramas (Rookie Blue)
then, you just lost another viewer.
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Keirsten G.

Bomb Girls is is a poular , critcally
acliamed Candian televsion show. It helps
tell a very important part of histroy that
often get forgotten. Please Global and
Shaw please change your'e minds on the
canceling of this wonderful show that
Canad and world so badly need.

Barbara B.

There aren't many good shows on TV
anymore and I think this show is worth
keeping on the air.

Ivan R.

M'y favorite series

Brian I.

It shows my daughter history in a very
different light and from the females point
of view and shows all they sacrificed while
the men were over sea's fighting. how
hard they worked. Its very accurate and
realistic. Please keep such a good show
going.

Debbie S.

The show is grest and I enjoy it, and
please bill it back

ed s.

Great show, well written. Why the split
season?

Jennifer H.

The best original show I've seen in a very
long time that features very well-written
complex and strong female characters.
Don't stifle a good thing!
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Russell G.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show. The
characters are strong role models for
young girls, and brings to life the history
of such an important era. Please
reconsider your decision to cancel this
show.

Anna A.

Lets be honest, there is little GOOD
television out right now. Rarely have I
seen a show that makes me check a
website (global even!) daily to see if a new
episode is out. The story lines are
compelling, you can't not watch! On the
same token, its incredibly educational and
touches a number of social issues without
feeling like a "heritage minute" or "The
More You Know" moment. I love it. This
is what I've been dying for in the
television realm. You watch a really great
episode and go...OMG I have to wait a
week for another episode!?! Then you
stop and go, wait, did they have a lesbian
on a historical TV show? Wait it wasn't
forced! Damn, that's genius. Not only
that, but lets be honest, it seems rare that
a Canadian Television series is good
enough to be seen outside of Canada and
it seems that there are Bomb Girls fans all
over the world. This is an excellent
testament to the amazing people we have
working in the Canadian film and
television industry.

marisol c.

Keep quality tv.

Akisa T.

Please please save this show!!! I
absolutely love everything about it and
have never missed an episode!!
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Maya C.

This show is extraordinary. The acting is
superb and the story is gripping! Please
renew Bomb Girls for another season! It's
so much better then most shows you are
airing at this time.

Lisa M.

So many Canadians complain that
Americans don't know much about
Canada or her history; well this show is a
fine example of a TV show which presents
our neighbor to the north in a very
significant light. Many Americans who
watch this show will learn not only about
the heroic war effort in Canada similar to
our own during WWII but will see Canada
as another producer of quality TV just like
Britain!

Candace E.

Amazing, powerful show!

Jessica S.

this show is a great show to give the
young a more independent positive
female role model. The old can share their
experiences from the past with younger
generations. please keep bomb girls on.

Judy I.

Bomb Girls is well written, and has a
wonderful cast. Please keep this show on
the air.
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Celena N.

It's amazing. It's Canadian. It's the best
show Ive seen since Being Erica or Big
Bang Theory. Its not reality tv. I face
reality everyday. When I turn tv, I want to
be taken somewhere to relax. Not to
someone's reality of teen pregnancy or
survival skills. I dont care if you're the
biggest loser. Im an athlete struggling
with injuries. I have my own health to
focus on. Honey Boo Boo only teaches us
to laugh at the less fortunate. It teaches us
to laugh at overweight folks. It's makes
people think it's okay to make fun of
others. Keep substance in shows alive.
Keep the bombgirls alive!

Torrie S.

It is our canadian history and heritage!

Michael D.

Because there is nothing out there quite
like this show; it gives a glimpse of the
past that the younger generations have
never experienced.

Marie-Anne L.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show telling a
story that is never seen on Canadian
television. And it is done so well it's a
shame it came to an end after only 2
seasons. Plus, there's still 4 years left to
the war!

Heather H.

It's about Canadian woman! It's a time
frame I'm too young to know personally
but have certainly heard about from my
older parents. It's a rare, intelligent show
and there just aren't enough intelligent
things to watch on tv these days...
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Nina A.

This show has easily been one of my
favorites. I adore this time era and it not
only provides historical significant but
also amazing character development.
PLEASE DON'T GET RID OF IT!!!!!

Choley B.

It's a wonderfully, unique show with
extraordinary actors, and that is definitely
a rare occurrence in the flood of rubbish
that society refers to as "entertainment".

Krystal M.

I really enjoy a female empowerment
show as well and learning a bit of
Canadian history.

Lisa T.

I support programs on Canadian History,
even if it is a drama, it was well acted and
spoke to real issue like homosexuality,
racism and gender roles. Their aren't very
many good Canadian shows, this was one
of the very few.

gilbert b.

This show has a truly Canadian flavour.
Compared to the junk (reality TV) that is
currently on TV, this show has good
characters, Canadiana, history, costumes,
and an above average plot line.

Jennifer M.

Great show-intelligent script. With TV
shows it is almost like "only the really
great die young". So sad! Hopefully
another network will pick it up!
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amy a.

because this show is part of our history
and shows an important mile stone in
woman history

Jacqueline B.

Interesting, talented cast, witty.

Paul M.

My dear father fought at Omaha Beach
during the D-Day invasion. He would not
talk about the war, other than how awful
to watch your buddies getting killed.
Approaching 70 years since D-Day. My
generation and especially younger
generations need to be reminded of WWII
and its significance. I visited Omaha
Beach and a concentration camp near
Salzburg. The horrors were very real.

Melissa B.

Finally, a good, interesting and Canadian
show that should stick around. Its the
only show I actually watch!

David B.

one of the best Canadian produced shows
I've seen. Great story, great acting and a
great period piece that some of us heard
our parents and grand parents talk about.
Looked forward to it every week. Will
miss the Girls very much. back to mind
numbing reality TV I guess.
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John B.

This is a beautifully crafted show that
explores an aspect of 20th Century
Canadian history unappreciated, or
forgotten by many. The acting is
wonderful, the costumes and sets are
sumptuous, and the storyline is riveting
and everything about this show is
critically acclaimed. It is a very positive
portrayal of fighting for various
individuals rights including women,
minorities and it shows them overcoming
great odds and growing in the process.
We value the richness of the characters
and the plot lines.

Sandy M.

For its historical significance

Evey G.

This show brings to light things about our
greatest generation to a generation that
has no IDEA what it was all about.

C. B.

This show deals with real issues, with the
drama to keep things going. Excellent
Canadian programming, revealing a piece
of our history that was unknown to many
until now. Keep this show going online if
you can't keep it on TV. The following will
continue to grow.

Colleen W.

I LOVE THIS SHOW AND PROUD THAT
IT IS CANADIAN!

Carolyn R.

This is a high quality Canadian series that
sheds light on an interesting part of our
national history.
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Elise M.

Do you see how this show has managed to
bring people all over the world together?!
Don't give up on Bomb Girls. Bring on a
sponsor that fans will commit to support
and you won't regret it (ex. 'Chuck' fans
who bought Subway every week)! Long
live the blue shift!

Diana L.

I absolutely love this show, and always
make it home from where ever I am to
watch it. Its just getting really good!!!

Kiki J.

This is my fav show

Paul C.

A great show with so much potential left.
It is still only halfway through the war.
What happens marco when Italy
surrenders etc

Alex M.

There is so much mediocre television out
there, when you find a show that stirs
your heart and keeps you interested, you
have to fight to keep it going.

Courtney R.

Its important to see strong women on tv.
I'm inspired with every episode.

jeannie s.

I love period pieces. I had hoped for years
that a series would be made about WWII.
This a great show. I look forward to it
weekly, It's a shame for it to be canceled.
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Lois L.

This a show that is thoughtful, caring,
compassionate with characters who show
real feelings. It is a Must Keep show.

pricope v.

It's been a long time since I've seen such a
great show with such inspiring characters.
we need more of it!!

Miranda H.

I have only recently been introduced to
this show, and it is incredible. Having
female and LGBT representation in the
media is incredible, and Bomb Girls is one
of the few shows that does this. Please
renew Bomb Girls for another season.

Dawn B.

Bomb Girls is a wonderful show. Please
reconsider cancelling it.

Sharon S.

Love the story line in particular the
history of Toronto during ww2. It is really
important as a woman to see how our
roles and rights have changed. I think this
is of particular important for young
women who have no. Idea how limited life
was for women not all that long ago.

Donna M.

I don't watch many shows but I look
forward to this one each week!
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Janet P.

I am from the U.S. I find it interesting to
see how life in Canada was during WWII.
My late dad served in the U.S. Air Force in
WWII and I am sure he would have loved
this show. I thinks we all need this type of
programming. It's nostalgic and
somewhat educational to the younger
"reality show" generation.

shiree s.

This show is about the feminist
movement during the war and it has so
much historical significance.

Lotte T.

Finally a show with some damn good
power woman in it!

Ana V.

I'm an immigrant to Canada, and
watching Bomb Girls inspired me. I love
the strong characters and the female
power and determination. I just watched
the final episode of season 2 and when I
looked for the season 3 premier date I
found out about its cancellation. I look
toward to see the rest of the stories.
Please take into account this petition, if
the series wasn't popular people wouldn't
bother to do this!

Caitlin M.

Bomb Girls is a show with unique
Canadian content With brilliant writing,
superb acting, and beautiful sets and
cinematography. Bomb Girls stands apart
by other televised dramas by bringing to
the forefront strong female characters
that are rich and layered.
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Tara T.

This show is an amazing product coming
out of Canada.One that as a nation, we
should be absolutely PROUD of. It is a
show that demonstrates superb acting,
wonderful writing and great
cinematography. Telling a story about a
little discussed subject in our military
history that I never really thought about.
Bomb Girls has opened my eyes and
educated me on the important role that
women played in the war efforts
specifically in WWII. I, for one find it not
only difficult but unfathomable that such
a dynamic show can so easily be taken off
the air. I do believe that the power of the
viewers will persuade the "powers that be"
to reconsider their decision and return
this excellent program to its rightful place
and not relegate it to the memories of
what could have been.

Kelsey S.

Bomb girls is very educational and it also
serves a purpose for the LGBT
community. I have never seen such an
honest representation of a lesbian in the
media yet, i really don't want to see that
end.

Charles N.

Best show on tv, period!

Lia P.

I love the show

Anna A.

This show is AMAZING! I wish there were
more like it. Please renew it for another
season!
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marina k.

great tv show

angelina e.

save Bomb Girls!

CL M.

Wonderful acting, storylines, a top quality
show featuring strong, inspiring women.
We need more characters like Betty,
Lorna, Gladys, et al. Please renew this
terrific show.

Jackie S.

It's a great show

Dale-Anne S.

My mother worked as a manager of the
Massey Ferguson munitions factory
during WW2. I enjoyed stepping back in
time to watch the bomb girls capture this
era. The show was well done and a
triumph to Canadian television. I am sad
to see it so easily dropped by Global
considering its appeal to both Canadians
and those living in distant lands. I hope
the decision is reconsidered by the
outpouring of public support garnered by
the public.

Rebecca T.

Terrific storylines, terrific actors and
terrific exposure of often-looked historical
women's issues and history.

Andrea H.

Found this on Netflix and have been
happily searching for season 2 until the
discovery the show was cancelled. This is
a great show and deserves more time.
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Amanda A.

Why 'Bomb Girls' deserves a full third
season: Great period dramas like Bomb
Girls come along once in a blue moon,
and more often than not, they teach us
something about an era long passed. I
grew up with a love for this era thanks to
the Golden Age of Hollywood, but never
did I see a story so true to the daily
struggles of women like our
grandmothers and great-grandmothers.
Bomb Girls is an eye-opening tale with a
remarkably talented cast that shouldn’t be
laid to rest in such an anti-climactic
fashion. A movie to tie up all loose ends
just won’t do. We need another full
season to fully explore these unsung
heroes of the Second World War.

foghatdw

Easily room for more exploration of the
main plot and the character dynamic.
Nothing but good ink and a large fan
following, what more can any media
production entity ask? This cast is solid
from top to bottom. Every bit as good as
several other productions garnering press
attention, there should be no question of
expanding the series.

@ReadingBukow I NEED a 3rd season of Bomb Girls. I also
wanted a lot more drama between Lorna
ski
and Marco in the 2nd season.
@ReadingBukow I really love Lorna in Bomb Girls. Meg
Tilly is just perfect.
ski
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@beesarenotflies

did you guys want to talk about bomb
girls? Because I can talk about bomb girls.
*foams at the mouth*

@theoceaninour

I miss Bomb Girls.

arms

n

I really need the bomb girls movie or I’m
going to start running around and
pushing street preachers off of balconies.
Me too #BombGirls

@KodaIsNotLank

When the girls sing on #BombGirls am I
the only one that gets goosebumps?

@CestlavieMario

y

@kacimyers

SEASON 2 OF BOMB GIRLS WOO

@retconning

Oh, you haven't watched Bomb Girls s1
yet? Why? The show is awesome. And
Betty McRae is one of the best lesbians on
TV EVER. #swagger

@thetweenerles

Oh my gosh, bomb girls season two is now
on Netflix!! #happygirl

@archivesvintage Netflix just sent me an email notifying me
Bomb Girls season 2 is available,
so.........cancelling my vacuuming plans,
obvi.
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@annelisebaer

Bomb Girls season 2 is finally on Netflix!
#yassssss

@NormaAlmaraz Just got the notification @SaveBombGirls
is back season 2 !!!!!

@priscellie

GUYS. Bomb Girls s2 is on Netflix
Instant! If you've been holding off
because having to stop at Season 1 would
cause TOO MANY FEELS, go now!

@AitchEmTee

Bomb Girls. Season 2. Netflix. It's about
damn time. #bombgirls

@Katjerrr

I usually hate emails from Netflix but this
one was AWESOME. Bomb Girls Season 2
is on!

@invisicoll

I'm in a crisis at work but the email that
Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix feels
like the most important thing right now.

@Mini_Professor

#BombGirls Season 2 is now on Netflix.
See y'all in three days.

@MissyAllenPho

Bomb Girls season 2 is FINALLY on
Netflix! I'll be busy for the next 10 hours
or so...

to

@ladyofsealandX BOMB GIRLS SEASON 2 WAS ADDED
TO NETFLIX WOO
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@ChooseSPUN

YESSS RT @RachelAMullins Omg Netflix
has season 2 of bomb girls and it's fashion
week. Holy shit god loves me.

@MeanCloneGirl WATCH THIS SHOW! ITS AWESOME!
RT @SaveBombGirls #BombGirls season
s
2 is now streaming on #Netflix pls RT!
#savebombgirls

@AllykatAlex

So excited to watch #bombgirls season 2
yay!

@AngelinaNZ

Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix!!! Yay!
Who else is watching this and totally
wanting a 1940s wardrobe?

@roxspam

SEASON TWO OF BOMB GIRLS IS ON
NETFLIX my life is over i can die happy

@Kayylahhh_

Bomb Girls Season 2 is finally on Netflix!
Yesss. @netflix

@TnnsBAW

#BombGirls season #2 is now streaming
on #Netflix. Seriously, go watch, it's
fantastic!

@MeanCloneGirl i think i might re-watch the season finale
of #BombGirls, but Betty's line "Princess,
s
I can't owe you more." kills me!
#savebombgirls

@gablo32

Silently yelling because #bombgirls is on
netflix.
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@certaintragedy

Best news all day

@Peace_Love_RN

Wouldn't want to see you lose your curves
-Marco from Bomb Girls. If only those
words were said these days especially to
women.

@TnnsBAW

#BombGirls season #2 is now streaming
on #Netflix. Seriously, go watch, it's
fantastic! // yay!!

@serenityfound

Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix. I repeat
Bomb Girls season 2 is on Netflix. All hail
Netflix push notifications.

@rophydoes

GET ON THAT. NO MORE EXCUSES. RT
@SaveBombGirls: #BombGirls season 2
is now streaming on #Netflix!
#savebombgirls

@buknerd

She's not trying to be a hero, you guys!
She's just trying to live her life! *sobs into
tea* #BombGirls

@buknerd

Let's go, Betts Gladys Witham is a
beautiful perfect unicorn angel and I will
never be over this show. #BombGirls

@BrianPMiles

Season 2 of Bomb Girls is on Netflix now.
If you've never seen it you're missing out.

@kndraper

season 2 of #BombGirls Now with more
hats. Obvs a great improvement.
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@CarlyBeanie

I can't stop watching Bomb Girls. Thanks,
Netflix.

@Madskwash

Season two of #BombGirls is on #Netflix!
There is a God.

@SenoraPoppins

Netflix finally added season two of Bomb
Girls. Gonna get lost in the 1940's all
night.

@staceyoristano

Damn you #Netflix for knowing my guilty
pleasure of Bomb Girls and telling me
Season 2 is up....

@MsMercedi

Bomb Girls is SOOOOOOO good! Most
brilliantly written show ever.

@einsteinsarcade Haven't seen anybody tweet about it, but
BOMB GIRLS is pretty great.

@isthew0rst

WHY'D YOU DO IT @GLOBAL_TV?
WHY'D YOU DO IT #BombGirls

@diaphenas

i miss #bombgirls

@Onceatenor

An excpetional, and now much-missed,
show. As fine a cast as ever was on the
tube.

@MadBettyATX

Anyone else watch Bomb Girls? This show
is fantastic.
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@deirdreEmoran Just watched Bomb Girls on Netflix and
loved it!! but why do people cancel really
great shows?!? that was a dumb mistake!

@jellythekoala

Bomb Girls is like the best show ever

@jozeebear

I'm so sad that Bomb Girls got cancelled.

@SmashSplat

Betty is the prettiest from the Bomb Girls.
Like she is the bomb dot com.

@mckenziewilke Bomb Girls season two is officially on
Netflix and my life is officially complete.
s
Why does every show I love get canceled?
#savebombgirls

@okerin

bomb girls got canceled!! what!!!!
Dammit canada!!!!

@dem_goddess

On Netflix I highly recommend Bomb
girls(plot is about womens role in WWll)..
It's soooo good! And season 2 is now up!

@Madskwash

Every time I think about going home,
laying in bed and watching #BombGirls
my heart goes pitter pat. #thismustbelove
#grandmatweet

@idaheiseldal

Finally catching up on the final episode of
Bomb Girls. Always put it on hold, 'cause
it's sad that there are no more episodes...
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@MockingJ91

How are people still learning Bomb Girls
got cancelled? Come on Netflix! Be a
champion!!! You did Arrested
Development!

@borkedplanet

Bomb Girls Season 2 on Netflix!
Bittersweet swoon.

@lexivonbourbo
n

I got all the lady friends to watch this
show in Netflix and we love it here in
California #rockabilly #vintage #pincurls

@g1rlwh0w41t3

Netflix has Bomb Girls. I'm so excited.

d

@Stephcarrollpr
o

@Stephcarrollpr

Best discovery on @netflix is #Bombgirls
#sogood

@netlfix please help to @SaveBombGirls

o

@Urban_Tease

New blog post about how much I love
@bombgirls and it hardheaded
women...and why you should too! http

@supergrrl

I loooove Bomb Girls! So disappointing it
got cancelled.

@Cline911

#bombgirls was awesome. Go #Canada
for a great period piece.
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nn

@simonsdaughter If you have Netflix, you
would LOVE Bomb Girls. Canadian
feminist World War II drama. It is
perfect.

@TashyMoo

@SaveBombGirls @YayaHan That is
right, we do want season 3

@Stephcarrollpr

Finished the final episode of #bombgirls
and sad knowing there will be no more.
Please add more!!

@sarahjeanquin

o

@KellyW_actress

Love the show Bomb Girls! Just saw the
2nd season was added to Netflix! To bad
it was cancelled this would have been a
dream gig to act in!

@elie_pelie

I'm in love with this show! #bombgirls

@kchrystle

Watching bomb girls & @Rosie
amazing!!!!

@lexivonbourbo

Help bomb girls get a season 3!
#bombgirls #globaltv #canadiantv

n

@lexivonbourbo
n

@SaveBombGirls saw all the seasons lol
and I want more!
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@seasicksheep

I highly recommend #BombGirls. It's a
great show that gives acknowledgement to
the women of WWII. Watch, help save
this show

@seasicksheep

Don't let the women of WWII be forgotten
by the media!! @SaveBombGirls #mom

@KellyW_actress

I'm on board! Bring it back bring it back
bring it back!

@mkimxox

Bomb Girls deserves more than two
seasons

@mamakoid

Also, "Bomb Girls" is a pretty fantastic
show on Netflix, I highly recommend
watching!

@sa_roux

Thoroughly enjoying "Bomb Girls." For
everyone craving a wonderful follow-up to
"Orange Is the New Black," another ladyled excellent show!

@Mini_Professor

Watching #BombGirls 2x07, and
ohmygoodnessdoImiss #BettyMcRae's
face on my screen every week. I want her
back right this very minute.

@SquadAngel

Bomb Girls is amazing!!! <3 I'm not
sleeping tonight must watch all!!!
#savebombgirls
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@wisemetis

Watching #Bombgirls on Netflix. Holy
crap this is good!

@buknerd

When folks tweet about finding
#BombGirls for the first time, I'm excited
b/c it's new to them but sad b/c they're
gonna reach the end

@daenishlove

Bomb girls more like me sobbing and just
wow what a great show

@tacoszourry

BOMB GIRLS IS SO GOOD I LOVE SO
MUCH THIS SHOW

@kurtozinga

i suddenly had a dream that Netflix would
pick it up. Any chance?

@queer_booksplz

That's it? No more #BombGirls??!?
#nooooooooo

@SCBubbette

Started watching Bomb Girls on Netflix.
Great show!

@dem_goddess

I seriously love Bomb girls, sooo good!

@Mollywood4

I LOVE Bomb Girls.

@kabienvenue

@netflix YOU SHOULD DO THE SMART
THING... Pick up #BombGirls for a third
season!
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@ultraAllison

Bomb Girls is the shiiiiizzz.

@TheLadyandRo FINALLY finished watching all of
#BombGirls S1-2. It clearly needs to
se
continue! One of the BEST TV series I've
seen.
@TheLadyandRo #BombGirls is the BEST #WWII TV
series I've seen. It incl. so many issues
se
that most war films leave out. Please
renew it @Global_TV!

@Anajanessa_L

I am very disappointed that there isn't
going to be a 3rd season of #bombgirls

@Anajanessa_L

Dear @Global_TV please renew bomb
girls!!! I loved that show so much!!! And
i'm from the United states where
watching it was hard!

@bob_crowe

It was a great show. It deserves a second
life. #cdnTV

@badbadmargo

@netflix Please help #bombgirls like you
did with The Killing, we NEED a season
3!!!!

@FFLindsay

And I finished all of Bomb Girls, and it's
over, like over over! sad day, no more fun
in the forties
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@CoralRockerMa I rated Bomb Girls 10/10 #IMDb LOVE
this series!!!!! Marco be mine!?
ma

@Darling_Nina

Slightly obsessed with Bomb Girls.
Canadian TV at its best!

@MaryMargaret7 Bomb Girls is such a great show.
25

@SnowKitT4

Why did bomb girls end?! Whyyy???

@_BethanySays_

I was so naive to not look into Bomb Girls
before I started. Why did I start a great
show that was cancelled? Why would they
cancel it? Why?

@saranatanya

Bomb girls is like the best tv show.

@samantha_209

My newest Netflix obsession #bombgirls
The treatment of women during the war!
#samewardifferentbattle

3

@Sarahlouisama Addicted to the series Bomb Girls and
@Rosie showed up in season twoy
excellent! Wish there were more episodes!

@sheriesvintage

Absolutely the best thing that ever
happened to TV. Please don't go away. We
love you!
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@AbbySalling

#BombGirls IS LIKE THE BEST SHOW
EVER

@Sphaeralcea

@netflix BITNA ... BlueShift is the Next
Awesome Season 3 - Bomb Girls, because
a princess needs saving! @SaveBombGirls
#SaveBombGirls

@Tweedledee13

Bomb Girls is a really really good show
and I'm so upset it got cancelled.

@Walkingwithca @SaveBombGirls Just finishing up
Season 2 via Netflix in the U.S. and would
ke
love to see a Season 3.

@BeverleyComic

@meggamonstah @SaveBombGirls I Luv
this show!!!! It's a part of conversation
with my sister! What will we talk about
without it! SAVE IT!!

@AllisonTrembl

@SaveBombGirls is my favorite show!
Rosie O'Donell is guest starring - clever,
smart, funny! Watching on #Netflix

y

@wisemetis

Watching #BombGirls & Tahmoh
Penikett appears wearing a suit and
speaking in a British accent. This show
just gets better and better.

@clumsyjedii

Goddamn it, Bomb Girls is over. That was
my show!!!
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@DawnCorleone

@SaveBombGirls They are unsung
heroes! Imagine what this world would
look like had they not done what they did
for us. @TheLadyandRose

@DawnCorleone

@SaveBombGirls They did more than
help win the war - they made huge strides
for women's rights & equality.
@TheLadyandRose

@shanncolleenC

History told from a woman's
perspective?! I'll take it! #bombgirls
#feminist #obsessed

@serenafonze

Just started watching #BombGirls. Why
did I just find this and why are there only
two seasons?? #netflixismybestfriend

@KatieTRS

BOMB GIRLS HOW CAN YOU JUST
END LIKE THAT?! DON'T BREAK MY
HEART BECAUSE YOU'RE ONLY TWO
SEASONS LONG. #STAHP

@MeghanBigHur

Bomb Girls is so good, like don't even talk
to me

t

@andlexisays

Help, I'm addicted to Bomb Girls.

@OldAintDead

@KWQuiche YES! I love Bomb Girls. So
sad it ended and agree with you on
#savebombgirls.
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@FlorenceLucey

Can they please make more episodes of
Bomb Girls? Plz

@LulaLisbon

I LOVE Bomb Girls. Great show about
WW2 munitions factory women.
Costumes, HATS, makeup, AND a cute
#lesbian character. Full of win. #retro

@FknAlyssaa

But seriously bomb girls on Netflix is such
a cute tv show, the fashion the hair and
the way they talk is so cute. From the
40s<3

@_nmjt

BOMB GIRLS THO. #S3please #waaaaah

@betterleftbl_nk

Expect more from @Global_TV this
season except more #BombGirls
#sadforever #SaveBombGirls

@betterleftbl_nk

@kvaker81 Always bummed when they do
that to shows. Bomb Girls getting
cancelled hurt a lot

@SultanWab

Bomb girls is hella good

@AleighaIBe

I want to be Betty from Bomb Girls when
I grow up.

@LittleGreenRS

New favorite show! Bomb Girls! It's set in
my favorite decade and is brutally honest.
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@allisenmarie

Started watching Bomb Girls last night
and I think I may have discovered a new
favorite series.

@Pisces_Stace

So funny how you randomly find a show
to watch and slowly become addicted.
#BombGirls

@jessieinez

Never before have I finished watching a
series and seriously considered
rewatching it literally IMMEDIATELY.
Bomb Girls is incredible.

@brydiek84

Just sent a stack of emails off to the
relevant networks in effort to
@SaveBombGirls! #bombgirls

@dageneralpatto

Loving this series, "Bomb Girls" on
@netflix. #bingewatching

n

@Tv_Gal55

Seeing the Emmys just reminds me how
much I miss #BombGirls and how the
whole cast and crew deserves some Emmy
awards love! #SaveBomgGirls

@deawrites

Watched "Bomb Girls" on Netflix. I love
Canadian tele as much (if not a little
more) than I love British tele.

@theapplescruff

i still love bomb girls with all of my heart
that show will never lose my love. betty
mcrae can have me any day.
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@RdHtSklltLickr The only reason I decided to get a twitter
account was to support @SaveBombGirls
s
and fight for the amazing show
#BombGirls to continue.

@ANFlowers17

Found a new tv show to be obsessed
with....Bomb Girls!

@VeronicaRHard @Nora_Nix They have to pick up
bombgirls. I'm counting on it for my
y
@Antoniocupo fix. That man is every
leading man in my works. I swear.
@VeronicaRHard @Nora_Nix @antoniocupo
@SaveBombGirls To get a lobby together
y
to get it on Netflix, CBC or some other
Canadian friendly network.

@Nora_Nix

@VeronicaRHardy @antoniocupo
@SaveBombGirls Please, God. I'm tired of
good shows getting the axe, never to
return (poor Firefly).

@whirledpiece

@arielkprice @bombgirls @netflix
#bombgirls needs to be picked up for
season 3

@_ih8u_

bomb girls is not some stupid reality show
it is a historical fiction based during
WWII

@CharmingMista Omg bomb girls season 2 I haven't
watched! Yay for my new entertainment.
ke
Best show ever.
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@tephiehughes

Bomb girls is seriously such a good show.
#bombgirls

@tephiehughes

@SaveBombGirls I just sent in an email to
global about how ridiculous i think the
cancellation is.

@tamiwillis10

@bombgirls #please dont cancel bomb
girls

@athenavkern

Discovered the show Bomb Girls set in
WWII Canada about the women who
worked in the bomb factories. Great show,
hope there's a 3rd season!

@ayovon

Bomb Girls is literally the best show ever
ever ever

@rophydoes

We can't forget about #BombGirls! KEEP
HOPING. NEVER STOP.
#SaveBombGirls

@nicolehumbert

@savebombgirls we need more shows like
this!

78

@McCainGmai

Best show ever, even better than downton
abbey! Bomb Girls is amazing check it out
on netflixs!

@ghosty

Bomb Girls, it's got everything in a show
for both the guys and gals.
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@harrymypickle

bomb girls is a good show

1D

@samanthaasmit I swear Bomb Girls is the best show
hh

@MorganPynn

Sometimes, I sit and think, "How could
Shaw cancel a show that was promoting
Canadian history..." #BombGirls

@BethEastwood

@sineadw @cairotango Bomb Girls is
fabulous, but if you watch it you'll become
outraged that it hasn't been renewed for a
3rd series!

@HollyweeDrago

Watching "Bomb Girls" from the
beginning!!! GREAT Series!!!

n

@da_Def

I like 'Bomb Girls' and I don't care who
knows it

@RdHtSklltLickr @MorganPynn @SaveBombGirls even
though I'm not from Canada, I completely
s
agree. There is no reason to cancel it. Too
much of masterpiece.

@VesamoraAIE

Dude. Bomb girls is a really awesome
show.
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@charlyblue

Last week discovered Bomb Girls &
watched both seasons in 3 days. Sad to
find it was canceled. Now rewatching it
w/@salanaland. <3 this show

@JanuaryCait

Bomb Girls is awesome.

@toryleeiz_

This Netflix series #BombGirls >>>>
#theshiizzz

@TanaHelmick

I love finding cool shows on Netflix.
#BombGirls is so good!

@HollyweeDrago

@SaveBombGirls LUV this show!!!

n

@smoldyjensen

it's sad there won't be another season of
bomb girls

@RdHtSklltLickr One of the many reasons to save
#BombGirls- It gives me a chance to peak
s
into the lives of my grandparents & so
many.

@DJTonji

Watching the "#BombGirls" series for the
second time. Just LOVE it so much!
#savebombgirls We truly need a third
season!

@KMaggs821

For real, why was #bombgirls cancelled? I
just finished and all I want to do is start it
over so it never ends. Amazing show.
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@asschabs

Also I miss bomb girls

@sanita_sandhu

bomb girls is the best show ever
#bombgirls

@Q_elizababy

I love the series though, great show. Does
a fabulous job at playing the 1940's.
#bombgirls

@RachLHouston

Okay, I'm obsessed. Thank you #netflix
for your BOMB suggestion!

@emilee_bb22

Why did they cancel Bomb Girls? Like
that was my life.. I would understand
jersey shore but not this.
#startingapetition

@kels_aye_

Bomb Girls is such a good television
series. I love WWII era stuff

@MageofMerde

I love #bombgirls so much Queer ladies
real ladies fancy ladies No ones a saint on
this show and it makes so very very happy

@RachelGarfirth 'At Witham we're with 'em' Kinda like me
and #savebombgirls #BombGirls

@HannahSlaski
1

Bomb girls is the best netflix show... I
swear
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@bu5y_bea

I can't believe that survivor and the
amazing race are still on but not
@SaveBombGirls

@LMC_7

My parents suggested I watched Bomb
Girls. I usually don't like shows based
back in the old days but this show is
good!!

@anw_2015

#BombGirls on #Netflix is one of the best
shows EVER! #JOUR230

@Postalpixxie

Ahhhh this show is awesome! How could
they cancel it???!!! #BombGirls

@AsserKate

Bomb girls is like the 1940's version of
gossip girl and it's awesome

@PriscySucks

Can I have a Season 3 of #BombGirls
please?!ὢ

@AleighaIBe

Wait wait wait. Why hasn't Bomb Girls
been brought back as a Netflix Original?
There is something very wrong with this
situation...

@Mari3Amnell

@SaveBombGirls Bomb Girls is seriously
amazing! I don't know why they feel the
need to stop it!

@izzemfairie

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazing
shows! http
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@girl_onthego

@anarchival I enjoyed Bomb Girls so
much. I wish there was more.

@gowikdbig

BOMB GIRLS. MORE. MOVIE.

@elle_McB

Y'all. #bombgirls is such a good show! I
think I mostly love the hair & clothes.

@_eessie

Bomb Girls is so good! I love this show.

@brydiek84

Got Mum hooked on #bombgirls, she will
flip when she find out season 2 is the end.
Will have to get her on the
@SaveBombGirls bandwagon!

@kitchyy99

Just started watching bomb girls and I
think I'm a little (read

@marshall__95

Love Bomb Girls!

@mariagoetz120

Bomb Girls is quite possibly my new
favorite show

@saffron_dickson Bomb girls is actually one of the best tv
series I've ever watched

@PippaMarvin

I miss #BombGirls and wish it had been
renewed for a third season.

@rozemishmae

Bomb girls is amazing
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@mang0tammy

Seriously Bomb Girls is so good. Everyone
needs to watch this

@izzemfairie

@SaveBombGirls Keep trying; get Netflix
interested! One Network has to pick up
Season 3!

@KaelaKoolaid

Ugh watching the last episode of
#bombgirls so sad it's over! #makea
#season3 #Canada

@SMC_studios

BOMB GIRLS! This show is so good.
Came across it on Netflix. #bombgirls
#Netflix #shows

@kkfox78

Quite liking Bomb Girls so far. Pity it was
cancelled.

@kita_kami

FUCK AN ADD FOR BOMB GIRLS CAME
ON AND I'M SO FUCKING ANGRY AND
UPSET IT ISN'T GETTING ANOTHER
SEASON.. THE BIGGEST CANADIAN
INJUSTICE

@buknerd

When a man visits you in the hospital
after your face disfiguring accident and
brings cannoli, THATS LOVE.
#NowImHungry #BombGirls #S1E2

@atlantiaCAG

Been watching Bomb Girls with the wife,
it's a really good show
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@PYT_Mayne

Watching Bomb Girls on Netflix why was
this show canceled man it's too good.

@norayah

The last episode of Bomb Girls. Wish
there were more. I need more!

@kaylama5467

@bombgirls @TVGuideCanada
#BombGirls WHAT AN AWESOME
SHOW THIS IS! WHOS IDEA WAS TO
END IT? Our kids need to know about
world war 2

4519

@tslamsin

canada is pretty fuckin bomb at
representation i gotta say and i miss
bOMB GIRLS

@tangledup13

Bomb Girls is such a good show. The good
shows always get cancelled.

@mollyrayburn

If you've never seen "bomb girls" you
should rethink your life

@Tv_Gal55

I joined Twitter to help @SaveBombGirls.
My 500th tweet shall be about my
happiness for the #BombGirlsMovie.
What journey! #BigThingsAhead

@Lindsay_Bionic My grandpa just confessed that he
watched and loved #BombGirls He just
3
turned into the coolest 73 year-old British
dude know.
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@ashlien13

So I just realized that Bomb Girls is not
coming back on. I am not okay with this.

Brenda M.

I love this show. Great role models for
women!

Heather J.

A show demonstrating the strength and
backbone of Canadian women in a
historically relevant and accurate fashion?
Really, who in their right mind doesn't
want this program? Gentlemen? Token
female Executive?

Maria C.

This show is amazing! You can't take it off
after only two seasons! This is the only
show I watch. It's amazingly written and
self empowering.

G.L. P.

This is a great show. Good characters and
great story lines. It also is a CANADIAN
show. You can't get any better than that.

Lisa F.

As period pieces go, this is one of the most
thrilling and unique I've ever seen. As
female-driven shows go, this is one of the
best in terms of characterization,
storylines and cast. And as general
television shows go, "Bomb Girls" is just
too much fun not to be able to watch it
again. Shows like this are what inspire me
to want to become a TV writer.
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Tameka T.

I want to save Bomb Girls! I just found
out tonight that the 2nd season has
began. I've waiting for it. Need more
advertising, you'll have more viewers.

Jessie-Anne P.

This is my favourite television show! I
usually watch it online on global's
website... I don't want it to go!

Colleen Z.

it was a wonderfully written drama that
also served a purpose of educating the
younger generation about a very
important time in our history. bottom
line, we need more well written Canadian
dramas on television....too much reality tv
on now!!!

Helene W.

This is a great show!

Giles A.

Factory girls saved us all in WWII, now
let's save Bomb Girls!

Liz B.

This is such a fine, beautifully made show!
You have no idea of your real viewership
numbers. As a US viewer, I say, teach me
more about Canada--and let me follow all
these wonderful women's stories further.

S Q.

Seriously?! There are so many horrible
shows on TV, WHY would you think of
cancelling THIS one?
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Yolanda C.

betty mcrea is such an inspiration to so
many people and shares a story that so
many relate to

Ruth H.

It is the only series I watch....I love it!!!

George T.

I am a regular viewer. I think it is very
well produced Canadian program giving a
historical aspect of our Canadian heritage
during World War 2.

Viv Z.

terrific writing, terrific acting, a really
good story....OUR story!

Christine B.

This is the best show.... I look forward to
it every week.

Anna I.

This is more than just a TV show. This is
history. Amazing how much you can learn
and understand about the history of your
society through TV. Please keep this show
on to make spread this knowledge to
more people!

Brittany G.

The show has not only greatly enlightened
me on women's roles during WWII, it is
also well acted and all around quite
entertaining. It is by far the best periodpiece I have seen in a while!
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Andrea L.

Bomb Girls tells a uniquely Canadian
story in an accessible and universal way.
It is does not shy away from the tough
subjects of sexuality, racism, abortion,
PTSD, etc. It features strong women
characters in a time when we need those
role models. It is well written, well acted,
and it is CANADIAN.

Erica B.

I love this show, I love these characters, I
love the period setting. I need Bomb Girls
to go on!

Meghan K.

Bomb Girls allows viewers a peek into the
world of women workers in WWII. Not
only does the show have an amazing cast,
the storyline covers a broad range of
topics, and there is much more that needs
to be said through Bomb Girls.

Karen W.

How many shows out there tell such
exceptional stories about women?
Women want more television like this?
These are our stories. And I know just as
many men who are interested in these
stories, especially this show as it is written
and performed so well. You can't discount
the calibre of the talent that makes this
show so successful.. 40 plus don't want
another Glee. We want it stories that
speak to us.
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Siri S.

Keep this show alive, please, I wanna see
how this war ends! but seriously, this is
not just a drama series, its a piece of art
that reflects upon a very important time
period in history, all the characters and
stories are dealt with in such a genius
awesome way, and everything just hits
you in the heart as authentic, honest and
real. everything is done with the greatest
care, and we as viewers feel & see that.
You should be proud to support this
series, there shouldn`t be an issue of
renewal or not, it should just be - make
the world a better place & air another
season ..and btw it needs to be shipped
throughout the world as well..Love &
hope from Norway

Hannah N.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show. I have
just found it in the past couple weeks and
hate to think that next week might be the
last episode.

Victoria G.

I looove bomb girls!

Amy P.

Bomb Girls is the best show on television!

Malia W.

This show is amazingly written and
portrayed. To see it go would be a tragedy
of cinema

Caitlin K.

It shows women that it is ok to fight for
what you want and not what society wants
for you.
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Michael R.

This is sane television entertainment,
telling a story based in our history
without a lot of guns and violence and
fear. it could be developed and supported,
and become a Coronation Street. Why
stop it?

L N.

We finally have a world-class, awardwinning Made in Canada series after
years and years of creative drought, and
you want to cut it? And it highlights the
accomplishments of Canada women, for
the most part played BY Canadian
women. What is WRONG with you???
This show puts Canada back on the map
for TV drama, and back on the
international stage of creativity and
audience engagement. Renew this show.
Don't be daft.

Marcella B.

This show is historically significant to
women. It fills a niche that doesn't exist
anywhere else. Let's keep inspiring young
girls to be curious about the stories of
these courageous and strong women! It is
worth keeping for a third season.

Andrea M.

Because everyone need some more Betty
in their lives.

Cheryl M.

It's a damn good show. Give it a chance. It
speaks to our history and spotlights a
story that hasn't really been told. There
are plenty of stories about the men's war
effort. How often do we see the women's
side of the story? How often do we see
stories about women?
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DJ S.

Quality historical piece with complex
female lead characters and an LGBT
character? I need this show to continue.
This is one of the best things on TV right
now. Don't cancel it; renew it and expand
your audience.

Allison B.

I love this show!! As a Canadian, I'm so
proud that this show is home grown.
Great writing and amazing cast.

Fiona D.

I love this show.

Daisy L.

Amazing show, too much potential to let
it just fade off into the distance

Gena S.

Good t.v. shows, smart t.v. shows, worthwatching t.v. shows SHOULD NOT BE
CANCELLED!

Traci G.

This is such a well written and well acted
show, not to mention it is one of the few
shows that have such strong women
characters. This show also appeals to both
the younger and older crowd and depicts
such an important time in history.

Kim C.

I love this show! We need to see more
portraits of women working during the
war.

Beth H.

This is an amazing series, showcasing
powerful women. It would be a shame if it
were cancelled.
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Sarah A.

This show is already incredible, but it has
so much potential to go beyond into the
pantheon of Greatest Shows Ever on
Television. Seeing WWII through the eyes
of these women has been so powerful and
moving - and this story is far from over. 2)
Period pieces are at an all-time high in
popularity. This is the time to market
Bomb Girls to a ready audience, after the
success of shows like Mad Men or
Downton Abbey (which lacks Bomb Girls
consistent writing and acting). 3) The
music essential to the story is an
untapped opportunity for merchandising.
Market Kate Andrews as a singer, put out
an album, capitalize on the romance of
USO-related stories to sell both the show
and the music to a wider audience. 4)
Bomb Girls, by featuring complex, wellwritten female characters and showcasing
Betty McRae has gained a loyal following
within the LGBT community. Popular
websites such as AfterEllen have
championed the show and markedly
increased the audience. Support for the
show will only intensify in the coming
months, illustrating the long-term success
that would result from rewarding Bomb
Girls' loyal viewership. Bomb Girls has
more to offer than you think. It's potential
for story and associated marketing, as
well as for a wider audience (that is
already growing throughout America)
make canceling Bomb Girls, especially
now, a huge mistake.History from a
Canadian perspective is so rarely
showcased, let alone so beautifully as in
Bomb Girls. Betty McRae's journey needs
to be shown: there are so few LGBT
characters on television, and Betty's story
of strength and determination has
accomplished more in two seasons than
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other shows have managed in ten. Just
imagine what would happen with just a
few more episodes! Aside from my
personal feelings about the show, I really
do feel that this is the wrong time to
cancel it from a purely business
perspective: 1) Bomb Girls has a steadily
growing audience outside of Global TV's
Canadian network. While unable to view
the show as it airs, a majority of American
fans watch new episodes a day later when
they appear online. Not counting or
capitalizing on this audience is a wasted
opportunity in marketing and in revenue.
1.5) Bomb Girls has recently become
available to stream via Netflix. In the
coming months the show will make a
large leap in viewers, only to find a lack of
new material when they go looking for the
rest of the story

Natasha F.

A very good show... can't get enough. The
woman are good rolemodels and we need
more female leads that take care of
buissness.

Daffny L.

It truly is one of the best shows on tvdepicting a time in our history we should
never forget-the characters and cast are
outstanding! please dont let it end!
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Karen R.

CANCELLED?? There's no way this can
be true. It is undeniably the best ever
Canadian TV show to come to production,
you would be nuts to let this go and have
an American network pick it up and make
all the money off of it. Beyond it's
amazing entertainment value this
program is significant because if it's
important role in educating and
informing with it's window into the world
of many viewers parents and
grandparents during WW2 and the
incredible role women played throughout
these years. There are only 2 shows on tv
that, in this age of programming idiocy,
my husband and I are sure to sit and
watch and Bomb Girls is #1. PLEASE DO
NOT CANCEL THIS PROGRAM

Tessa K.

We need more shows like this on
television. Bomb Girls has touched not
only the hearts of its audience but also of
some issues which are rarely represented
on television.

Nancy G.

One of the best written shows on TV.
Great actors deserve every award they
earn. Listen to your public!!

Cherlyn G.

This is an excellent show, and a Canadian
show. One of the better shows on tv. Hate
to see it cancelled.
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Dawn C.

Bomb Girls is exceptionally well-written,
and fills a niche in being a period drama
(of which Canada does not have many at
the present moment). It also tells
important stories of history, and puts
faces on the unique roles that women
played on the homefront during World
War Two. Quite honestly there are quite a
few more war years left to cover and it is
very disappointing that one of the only
shows I care to watch is being cancelled in
favour of poorly-written, and repetitive
crap.

Kelli H.

Haven't seen a show this good in a long
time. strong women, strong story lines,
great writers, great actors I don't
understand why you would want to cancel
it.

Erica S.

There has never been a more important
show. There is no point in cancelling it.

Sean B.

this show is fantastic. it has quickly
become one of my favourites. It is full of
female empowerment and wonderful
actors. each character has been fleshed
out and treated with respect. this show is
wonderful and deserves more than two
seasons.

Lesa H.

I have been telling everyone I know about
Bomb Girls. It is such a great show, with
strong female characters, still a rarity on
television. Please keep this show going,
and I will continue to spread the word!
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Adéla S.

Excellent series, capturing the time I did
not recognize. It would be a shame
canceling the show.

Claudia R.

It's what keeps me going.

Amarantha G.

This is one of the best shows I've ever
watched. You are making a big mistake.

Naomi V.

My grandmother worked in a munitions
factory during WWII. I feel it's important
to keep her story alive.

Erin K.

This show is such an accurate
representation of the WW2 era and brings
up issues that can be paralleled in today's
society. It's about feminism, the effects of
homophobia, other social prejudices, and
tons of other issues all while being
exceptionally entertaining! A show such
as Bomb Girls can improve the world, give
it a chance to do so!

Madalyn H.

I love watching this show, and I'm
saddened to see that it will be cancelled. It
stands on its own from all the other
female-centric shows, as it has given
viewers an insight into Canadian womens'
roles during WWII, and highlights the
impact they made in our country's
history. What other Canadian show has
done this? I believe it should stay on for a
few more seasons at least; it has been so
successful, and there is much more
potential for its plot line and characters.
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Christina C.

this show is way too good for it to be
canceled! It has a lot of amazing talent in
it. It is something someone could easily
get into.

Katherine H.

I love everything about this show

Lois W.

It was engaging and showed another side
of war. It portrayed Toronto as Toronto.
We need to support Canadian stories and
talent.

Ruby B.

Shows like this are very few and far
between... it would be a crime to abandon
it when it has so much more to offer. It
has so much more potential.

Daniela P.

It's an amazing show, unlike anything on
TV right now!

Jana Z.

This is the best show of all!

Caitlyn P.

This is amazing show, with wonderful
female role models.
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Zoe B.

Alot could be put into this box but heres a
few things - The consideration, depth and
attention to detail in the program is what
sets it flying high. The stories that have
been told have been thorough, heartfelt in
the depth shown and educational (insert
more description words) and I feel that
there are many stories left to tell.
Amazing acting and storylines that tugs
on your heart strings and sense of
relatability even if it was in the 1940's as
some of the topics tackled in the show still
resonate today. The ability to invest
emotionally in every characters storyline
is something special about this show. In
my personal opinion there is not a show
out there that is like Bomb Girls yes, there
is other period dramas but something
about this show which is not fully
explainable in words as it's more of a
feeling that captures many people's
emotions across the world. It is a show
that truly deserves more seasons and, to
see such authenticity to a show & it's
creators with such consideration and
passion on a level that fans can feel on the
same page is fresh in these times. There is
much more that could be said but I hope
that the network reconsiders it's decision
as it has left many fans around the world
saddened (amongst many other
emotions) to lose such a great show.

Ivan K.

Bomb Girls is the best show ever!

Brittney S.

Because I freaking LOVE this show and
need Betty in my life for at least another
season!
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Aine R.

It's important to see all kinds of women
represented on TV from the meek to the
kick-ass, all colors, creeds and classes,
and this show has them all! I found the
show on Netflix and was hooked from the
first episode. I laughed, I cried (esp when
it was cancelled!) and I came to love these
characters. Please don't take these
wonderful women away from us so soon.

Debbie O.

This show is incredibly well-written and
showcases tremendous actors. The best
part is that it's Canadian!! This is no
American patriotic show being funneled
up from the south. It's our very own show,
that highlights Canada's role in the war.
We deserve to share our story - especially
the one about how women played a
pivotal role in the war efforts. Come on
Global! You know what to do.

Samantha C.

This show needs a third season (AT
LEAST) to do justice to the characters and
storylines of the past 2 seasons. In the
States we got on the 'Bomb Girls' train a
little too late. You'd be making a big
mistake by not letting it finish it's run on
REELZ before assesing those "number"
you say are the reason you are not going
to renew the show for another season.
Heck, I'll take a half-season! Just let
'Bomb Girls' finish the stories you started.

Charlotte P.

There are so many shows that
inexplicably keep getting renewed, but a
very good program with great character
development that deals with real life
issues is being cancelled?
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Sophia P.

This show deals with issues that we all
can relate to. It was inspiring and
refreshing to finally have a television
show with strong and intelligent women
navigating the struggles and inequalities
within our society. Please, reconsider.
Renew Bomb Girls for another season!

Jennifer W.

Bomb Girls portrays a very important
time in history. Society changed
dramatically when women jumped in to
fill the holes left by men who were off
fighting the war. This is the only show to
portray this. It needs to keep going!

Clariss K.

This show was the best thing that i've
watched in a long time. The caracters
were awesome, the writing was incredible
and the storyline was fascinating. Please
GlobalTv bring Bomb Girls back!!!

Shane D.

This has been the best show I have ever
seen that is based during ww2.I look
forward to each new show. I was totally
engulfed in the show on the Dieppie Raid
my uncle was there (RHLI). He ended up
as a POW for the rest of the war.It was
interesting to see how Canada reacted to
the news coming back home.Made me
think about how my aunt and his mother
and father must of felt knowing only that
he was MIA till they found out he was a
POW. Must of been awful.
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Erica O.

The show is amazing! It is the best show
I've seen in years! Bomb Girls is
intelligent, complex, and has great depth.
Please keep telling the story. We know it's
not done yet. Thank you.

Tori L.

I have enjoyed watching Bomb Girls since
it first premiered. Every week I am pulled
into the unique setting of 1940's Canada.
Even more intriguing are the stories of
the Bomb Girls themselves. All of them
have very different perspectives but
somehow manage to remain close friends.
It's rare to see such program in a
television landscape rife with shallow
sitcoms and reality shows, very rare
indeed. I hope the powers that be will
allow the series the third season it's actors
and it's audience deserve.

Jiri M.

it is pleasant to see something like this

Kim R.

Bomb Girls is more than a TV show, it is a
tribute, one that deserves every moment
of glory it has acheived so far. I was
thinking about all the women who
contributed so much to Canada and how
Bomb Girls finally gives them a voice.
They didnt get medals, probably never got
a hand shake or a Thank You, and
unfortunately many have probably passed
away never knowing that Canadians truly
do appreciate their hard work and
dedication. Bomb Girls is their voice to a
new generation, it is an absolute shame
that executives and dollar signs silence
their voices yet again. A true shame.
Please keep Bomb Girls on the air. It's the
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right thing to do.

Ruth M.

Bomb Girls is one of the very few
television productions of quality, and high
standards. Why in the world would you
cancel it?

Cassandra H.

It is an amazingly well written and very
educational show. The best Canadian
show ever produced!!

Aragorn M.

Just one more season!

Kim L.

I love this show. For once you have a
show that is not made up of a bunch of
fools trying to get their 15 minutes of fame
and money. These people are real actors
and are really showing us all what it was
like to live during the war when the
women had to build the bombs. My
father, father-in law, many uncles and
even some aunts fought in World War 2
and I have learned so much from this
show regarding the war. Things that they
could not think about or talk about that
much. I love this show and if it is canceled
you can be sure I will never watch Global
Television again. This show is meant to let
us all know about the war. My aunt is 88
and lives for this show. Perhaps just try
putting it back in the Wednesday night
time slot. The older people do not care
about stupid reality television.

Kayla S.

I love Bomb Girls!
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Emina I.

its a great show that has amazing
characters and writing is A+

Arlene S.

.............because it is one of the better
shows on TV.

Kirsty M.

Bomb girls is an amazing show with
amazing actors and writers, I think its sad
that it is potentially off the air when it
represents generation that we have a lot
to thank for. The characters are real and
relatable and I've fell in love with all of
them in their own way because they're not
perfect, and that makes them better. Its a
fantastic show and there is so much
support behind it, taking it off the air
would be an insult to the fans, the writers
and the actors.

Liz J.

I only just discovered this show recently
but I immediately fell in love with it! I am
not aware of any way to watch the show in
broadcast in the US but I do watch online.
Please do not cancel this show. It is
important for women, it is a work of art,
and reflects well on your network. Renew
Bomb Girls!

Siria M.

I love this show! Kiss from Italy
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Kendra W.

Bomb Girls is the only show that I have
found that really works to create
wonderful plots, great characters (that are
true to their characteristics, yet are
developed well), with fantastic actors.
This show portrays powerful female role
models which is exactly what TV needs!
We need strong, independent women on
television who's plots area not shaped by
the male characters. Bomb Girls gives us
exactly that! I am so pleased to call myself
a Bomb Girls fan, and one can see that the
fan base is fighting for this show. We are
loyal and dedicated fans who will not go
down without a fight! We love Bomb
Girls!

Ylva H.

Bomb girls is one of the best shows I've
ever seen on tv, its so refreshing with a
quality drama telling a historically
interesting story centered around strong
female characters. It´s quite unique, and
so well written and acted! This is what tv
should be like! Please consider the fact
that this show has resonated with viewers
around the world who don't have access
to Global and hence will not be included
in your ratings. And since it only recently
became available on Netflix, we haven't
been able to pay for it until now, but i
promise you I will be happy to if there is
another season!

Helena M.

Well written. Best show on television
right now.
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Ayanna G.

This is a wonderfully written show that
depicts strong female characters along
with the problems faced by many
minority groups during the 1940's. I love
the characters of Bett McRae and Gladys
Witham as well. All of the characters are
three dimensional and continuously
develop and grow with each episode.
Please renew the show for one more
season. It is inspiring. It is motivational.
It is entertainment at its finest.

Christina G.

Because this is one of the best shows in a
long time. What do you need more?

Justine G.

it is important to me because I believe
there are not enough well written, or
accurate portrayals of strong independant
women or queer women for that matter in
the media.

Delilah J.

This is one of the few shows I scramble to
watch the newest episode as soon as I can.
It's an excellent show, very character
driven and is a period drama that is never
boring while remaining true to the time
period it takes place. I've been greatly
upset that because I live in another
country I haven't been able to properly
support the show

Arthur W.

Great Canadian show!

Tomas T.

One of very good TV Show, War from the
other side.
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Janet R.

i think this show tell a bigger story about
our mothers and grandmothers with all
this new technology we have the kids
don't get what wit was like for them " back
In the day" i have a14 year old who love
this show as well as my 20 year old niece

Karalyn M.

For a Canadian network to cancel an
award winning Canadian show is
absolutely appalling. Bomb Girls is one of
the few shows that is truly family fare. As
a multi generational family watching this,
we discuss the history of Toronto, discuss
the family members that were involved in
the war effort; as workers in the bomb
factories, as soldiers, and those that
stayed home and how they were affected.
I suppose this cancellation is to make
room for some "reality show". Thanks, but
no thanks.

Lana B.

It is so hard to find a good Canadian
show. I Love BOMB GIRLS!!!

R T.

A great show that informs us about the
amazing work that was done here during
world war 2 and how Canada was
evolving at the time.
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Judy T.

Canadians deserve to see their own
culture and history represented in the
media. Canadian actors and others
involved in television and film production
deserve to work in Canada to produce
quality programming like this, that is far
better than most of the drivel being
produced in the U.S. Both of my children
trained in arts programmes (music and
dance) and it sickens me to watch as so
many young people like them have fewer
opportunities to work in their chosen
profession in the country that educated
them. This show is an outstanding
example of what Canada has to offer the
world. It should be nurtured with pride,
not cast off, to be replaced by yet another
mindless American reality TV show.

Christina M.

Bomb Girls is an incredible show and
should be given another chance!

Marta A.

It's great show and I would love to see
more.Please continue this show.

Lauren R.

Bomb Girls is the greatest TV show on
television. It captures the human
condition and the full spectrum of human
emotion
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Ashley L.

I need a show where both strong women
and queer woman (and now women of
color) are being displays as strong and
independent people who actually made a
difference in history. I need a show where
the aforementioned groups are not
treated like sideshows or stereotypes. I
need a show where a main character can
be gay and deal with her sexuality
realistically. This is a good show; I'd hate
to see it cut short.

Christi P.

BEST SHOW EVER

Meaghan M.

Such an amazing show, and shows so
much important Canadian history!
PLEASE RENEW IT!! <3

Rebecca L.

Quality writing, layered characters, great
acting, production. Plus, we need to see
ourselves reflected in stories!!

Iie L.

Best Tv shows i've ever watched so far.

Gigi I.

Because this show features a side of
Canadian history we have never seen.
Women's stories need to be told.

Dorothy W.

The show is an exceptional example of
Canadian television! With a talented cast
and intriguing story lines, it has been a
favorite in my household.
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Katie M.

Where else on television can you find: -A
middle aged woman who still has it "goin'
on" -A lesbian who isn't stereotyped
(heck, seeing a lesbian on mainstream
television is RARE). Canada has led so
many break-throughs for the LGBT
community. Don't stop here! -A lesbian's
nice Christian friend -- they exist! -A
wise-cracking girl who won't let a scar get
in the way of fulfilling her desires Women with AGENCY -A believable
portrayal of an era where women had it
rough -An interracial couple -Quality
writing -Quality acting -Quality sets -And
I could go on and on. I have your answer:
ON GLOBAL TELEVISION. Why get rid
of something that will only improve the
image of your company? Prove to Canada
and the world that Global can make a
better show than CBC!

Lilli C.

There has not been any other show like it
and it shows a side of the war which we
have never seen before, from a whole
other perspective. Also I love each and
every character so muchh! :) Especially
James! ;)

Jenna M.

Bomb Girls is an its gets better message of
the past that is aiding my present.

Jess G.

This is a truely amazing show.
Poignant/interesting storylines, a
fantastic cast, and a wonderful insight
into a womans world during such a
profound time in history. Vera, Lorna,
Gladys, Betty and Kate, would love to see
more of their stories told.
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Elroy G.

This show is great and it's way better than
anything that is on TV today. This is my
#1 show hands down because their is no
competition. As a military veteran that
spent some time doing exactly what these
ladies are doing at Victory munitions, it's
a great piece of history that will never be
repeated. Where else could you go back
70 years into history and feel a connection
of what it must have been like way back
when. Please give them 100 more
episodes so I can make it to the end of the
year in one piece. Thank you.

Janet R.

Bomb Girls has everything I've ever
wanted in dramatic television. Please
don't take it away from me.

MaggIe O.

Canadian location for the plot, Canadian
location for filming offering Canadian
jobs, Canadian writers, directors and
actors. This is an EXCELLENT melding of
brilliant writing and gifted ensemble of
actors. The subject matter is
compelling...What more do people want
in television???

Amanda F.

I absolutely love this show

Sarah R.

It is quality tv. Also being a member of
lgbt community having story lines that
reflect our lives is important.

Whitney B.

Great show, best thing on TV
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Oliver S.

Bomb Girls is the best show to grace our
television screens. We can't let it go.

Angela R.

I don’t understand how an award winning
& nominated show can be cancelled. The
stories are intelligent, educational,
passionate, thought provoking and are
relevant to today with its universal
themes. The characters are well developed
and humanistic. Each with both
weaknesses and inspirational strengths.
The cast members are such talented and
amazing actors and they truly deserve
employment. In a world where media is
fraught of pathetic "reality tv shows" it is
a true pleasure to be able to watch a tv
show of such substance. Bomb Girls is my
favourite show and I look forward to each
and every episode, counting down the
days until the next episode with
excitement. Rather than cancelling the
show maybe time slot or marketing
adjustments could be made. Please
reconsider your decision of cancelling
Bomb Girls for everybody involved:
actors, writers, crew and viewers.

Rachel O.

This show has been one of the greatest
things I've viewed on TV in many, many
years!! Please, give it more time!
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Keri Z.

Because smart, well written televisions
shows that revolve around strong women
are rare, and need to be championed. As a
woman these characters resonate with
me, and as a member of the LGBT
community, it is encouraging to see a
character like Betty McRae treated not
like a token character added for
"diversity" but like a three-dimensional
person whose stories are handled with
respect. I only discovered this show at the
beginning of its second season and am
sad to see so many trivial programs
succeed when important shows like this
are cancelled without a fair shot at
building the characters they create and
the audience they deserve. I hope you
reconsider. Thank you.

Deborah C.

I have never been one to like canadain
television. i tell everyone to watch this
show... from my friends in australia to my
dad. surprisingly after i told my dad what
this show was about he told me that his
grandmother was a bomb girl! i love
everything about this show... the actors,
the sets, the real houses they're filmed in,
the costumes and the music! it's
beautifully written and i love all the
characters, though betty is my favourite.
please don't cancel this wonderful show

Meg C.

Bomb Girls is one of the best series I've
seen. It represents a variety of minorities
who often aren't represented in TV and
shows their struggles and issues in a real
way that fans can relate to. The writing,
acting costumes, sets, EVERYTHING is
brilliant and we want more of it!
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Alysse T.

bomb girls came at a really important for
me when i needed it most and i am so
thankful for it don't take it away!

Ashley C.

its an amazing show, needs another
season!

Lila A.

I fear there isn't going to be another TV
show any time soon that will understand
the things that the Bomb Girls' crew
seems to so effortlessly achieve.

Annie G.

Bomb Girls is more than TV, it's a small
revolution. Its loyal and intelligent
fanbase see in it a show that FINALLY
speaks to them, to women, queer people,
the disabled and other minorities which
have rarely if ever been portrayed with
such craft, depth and empathy. So many
of the plots and themes are unheard of for
television, please don't silence these
important voices so early in the story.

Rosa P.

This is one of the best Canadian television
series yet and you want to give up already
!!! Get Rosie O'Donnell to help with the
advertising in the US if you have to. She
loved the story line, the writing the great
cast, the costumes, the history etc. I can
go on and on. I want this show to remain
on the air as long as possible. Shaw media
needs a better advertising campaign....so
Canadians can stop watching stupid
reality crap and learn about your show
that contains substance!!!
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Marisa B.

This show is the best Canadian series i've
seen in YEARS!!!! Real, historical
reference, relevant to every family in
Canada, including the immigrant voice...
Amazing actors, fabulous fashion, and a
wonderful storyline.... YOU MUST BE
INSANE to CANCEL IT NOW!!! (We need
at LEAST another season!!) ... Listen to
the fans... we watch the show!!

Melanie A.

cuz this show is da bomb baby!!!

Mel A.

Bombgirls is da bomb baby! Puleeease
don't cancel it!!

Mary M.

Bomb Girls shows us Canadian culture at
its bravest and best!

Caroline C.

Canadian Content is important, and
Bomb Girls is possibly the best Canadian
show on television right now.

Bob S.

Great Canadian show

Barbara H.

Visibility, bomb girls does it right, very
good portrayal of a lesbian character.

Leyton C.

Because it is pretty much my life so....

Karen G.

Please do not cancel! Great show!
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Emily C.

This is far and away the best show on
television. I have loved the characters
from the very first episode and am
nowhere near done watching their
adventures.

Jason S.

exceptional show! DO NOT CANCELL !!!

Giulia U.

This is genuinelly one of the best shows of
these last years. It would be a true shame
to cancel it. It deserves a new season and
the chance to be appreacited abroad!

Bronwyn R.

There has to be a place on TV for smart,
diverse, 3-Dimensional women to be
portrayed.

Maria A.

Because I've invested so much of myself
in these characters, I can't just let them
die.
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Rachel B.

Bomb Girls can not be cancelled! I don't
watch any television except for this one
show. I've introduced it to numerous
people and everyone that has watched one
episode can't get enough of the show. I
had a friend I showed the first episode of
season one and she sat down and couldn't
stop herself from watching the rest of the
season on GlobalTV.com in the same day!
Also, it appeals to all ages: I myself am 20
years old and I watch it with my Mom
who is 50 years old and recently I
introduced her Mom who is 78, my
grandma, and all of us appreciate the
shows historical value and all of the
amazing characters! You can't cancel it,
you just can't! If you try to introduce a
new show in its place I promise it won't be
near as good, as historically significant or
as loved by its devoted followers as Bomb
Girls has succeeded in gaining.

Karen C.

Please renew Bomb Girls

Nuria R.

I like Bomb girls!!!!

Betty H.

This is the best Canadian series ever! The
actresses & actors are really good! People
in the U.S. have commented that they
want the show broadcast on their
stations! It's so sad that everything comes
down to the allmighty dollar. Maybe you
should try to broadcast it on a different
night??
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Patrick T.

It's hard to get me to turn a television on
at all. TV is 99% crap. This show is
impressive enough to actually get me to
turn my TV on at least once a week! Hear
that Global? Can your advertising
customers hear that? Don't cancel the
most well written show in years!!

Tomas S.

because this show helped me a lot and it
deserves to continue

Roseann L.

It is a very well written and acted show

Robyn T.

This is by far the best Canadian show to
date. Not only is it superbly acted but it
tells an important part of Canadian
history that is often forgotten about. Save
Bomb Girls!

Pat A.

This is the best show on TV these days. It
is so wonderful to travel back to a
historically impacting time in Canada!
The characters are REAL and refreshing
The subject matter touches on many
aspects of life from that era and has
enlightened me to things I never learned
in school! It would be such a loss if this
program doesn't continue! There is so
much more to tell from those years!!
PLEASE reconsider! We need Bomb
Girls!
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Heather B.

A wonderful Canadian program that is
both entertaining and educational.
Engaging stories, wonderful acting,
gorgeous costumes...what is there not to
love? Plus we need more strong female
role models on television like our beloved
Bomb Girls!

Megan R.

Bomb Girls is one of the best television
shows on the air. The production, writing,
and cast are brilliant, and I would love to
be able to continue watching.

Stephanie I.

This show is far too brilliant to be taken
off the air when there's so much trash
currently on it. The Bomb Girls cast and
crew should be impeccably proud to have
been a part of something so monumental
to so many people.

James C.

Everything about this show is great. The
acting, writing, production, etc., is so top
notch. I actually consider this my second
favourite show on television right now,
just behind the Walking Dead, but in
front of the Game of Thrones and Mad
Men. Yes I do think this show is that
good. Global don't be stupid, renew it.

Brenda V.

It is a great show that highñights the role
women played during the 2nd World War
and I think it is important to highlight
that on television.

Laryssa H.

Because it is a great Canadian show!!
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Joana C.

This show is the definition of quality tv.

Rebekah R.

It is such a GREAT show!!

Megan C.

This show is doing things that no other
show would dare to do. It tells women's
stories as they deserve to be told, and it
reminds us of the integral part women
have played in our country's history.

Marylynn R.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show! You can't
get rid of it. The cast amazing, the acting
is really good. Please don't cancel it!

Don L.

Well developed plot line. Needs to viewed
at a better time slot. We watch it on
rogers on demand.

Katie B.

This show is to brilliant and beautiful to
let go of. If there be any more art, any
more feelings, or any more excitement
even if only for an hour in this world, let it
live through this show.

Nick C.

Because I need queer representation in
the mainstream media.

Ana F.

Betty Mcrae.

Brian W.

Bomb Girls is the best show on TV. It
reflects an incredibly changing time in
history for women. Please keep our show!
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Marta J.

We need more queer characters on tv, we
need to get rid of heteronormativity!

Jennifer M.

Such a well written show with great
actors. Even better it shows women who
are strong and empowered. Do not cancel
it!

Shell B.

Love this show

Catarina S.

Its an incredible and well acted show that
needs to be renewed.. Its a great and
powerful show for everyone and its very
educacional.

James C.

Interestingly I am looking down at the
signatures on this petition, most are
women, few are men... come on men! But
as the other petitioners, I want this show
to continue for many more seasons,
because... this show hasn't even begun to
impress. Combined with the absolutely
amazing production values, writing and
acting, this is giving Canadians and
hopefully others in the world a sense of
Canadian history and the struggles that
our society went through to be in the
place we are today. Every episode brings
has been pitch perfect and I truly cannot
name a better production that is on tv at
the moment, and that includes the
American shows such as Mad Men. Global
you need to open your eyes, you are
making an enormous mistake by
cancelling this program. Either that or
you need better employees.
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Skye E.

Unique series, which happens to be my
favourite tv programme. It deserves at
least another series, I love the show. Great
actors and fantastic storylines. Please
don't give up on this show!

Renita S.

Essential to keep Canadian History and
the History of Canadian Woman alive in a
time where reality tv and violence have
overtaken the airways.

Nan C.

First the writing, producing, acting is
excellent and the story line and continuity
in the show itself is great. It provides a
definitive source for in class students to
learn and discuss the women's effort
during world war 2. It is set in Canada
and it discusses the importance of the
homefront and the war effort at home.
The set is authentic. The acting superb. It
is not a boring show. It moves along quite
well. It is very interesting. Why throw
away a winner? I really don't get it. SAVE
THIS SHOW. RENEW this show. If not I
hope you are scooped by a US
conglomerate who signs it. This show will
be a winner whether on Global or on
History station. Doesn't matter . It is a
winner! Right up there with FOYLES
WAR but this is staring mostly women
because that is the topic... women on the
homefront keeping the boys at the front
going. PLEASE I don't know why you
would even consider ditching this show!
Sincerely, Nan Clarke, Ottawa.

Lily W.

This show is inspirational and shouldn't
be cancelled only after two seasons.
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Joan M.

One of the few shows with substance and
civic pride that demonstrates a time in
our history women played a major role.
Plus, being set in 1940's Toronto gives us
a 'living' look back at what our beloved
city was like and our role during the role.

Maria M.

Because Bomb Girls is my refuge. I find
solace in this beautiful show.

Gabriella W.

Best show on tv that is why! How dare
Global do this.

Stephanie H.

It is very important part of our Cdn
past....a reminder of the way my
grandmother lived...education for those
today to see how it once was...so many
reasons.

Lyndsay W.

My family watches this show together. My
husband remembers his grandparents
talking about some of the places that are
mentioned on the show. It is truly great
tv, please reconsider.

Kelly P.

This show has done an exceptional job of
creating entertaining and heart felt
Canadian TV drama. To let it go would be
to lose some fantastic Canadian content.
We need more shows about strong
women, and this IS one of them!
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Ashley W.

this is an amazing show with characters I
can connect with. also this is one of the
very few excellent portrayals of queer
characters on tv. how can we let that go.
it's important.

Laura Anna H.

I've always ever learnt how the WW2
effected middle europe, especially Austria
because i live there. i think it's important
to see it from other sides as well and we
don't have much chances to do so. it's as
well important to see how strong women
were back then behind the men. it's
amazing, the whole show, it's basically
one of the only shows i know that treat
their women with the respect they
deserve. please this show needs to be
renewed

Habiba E.

Finally a show Canada could be proud of.
A show that promoted rights for
minorities. A show that shatters
stereotypes about women and empowers
us all. We are all Betty Mcrae. We are all
Gladys Witham. We need this show.

Laura W.

Bomb Girls is an incredible programme
that still has so much more to offer. As
such a huge hit as a Canadian show I have
absolutely no idea why Global would
cancel it, and it would be a travesty if it
ended on the second season. Please bring
it back!
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Carol G.

Let me count the ways: a canadian show,
talented cast, great writing, slice of
history, better than dozens of stupid
shows on TV, did I say Canadian.
Honestly, cancel Donald Trump and give
us Bomb Girls!

Michelle E.

This is a great Canadian show that has
been accepted and loved by the world.
DON'T CANCEL IT! It has a great
following and gives the world a view of
Canada that they would not have known.

Aine M.

So many great characters, so much
unfinished business - and we want to see
HAPPY endings, dammit! :-)

Victoria H.

The story of strong women in the 40's is
rarely show, they are usually portrayed as
the women at home. This story needs to
be told!

Kate B.

This show is so good on so many levels...
And I can't have the only lesbian on TV I
don't want to stab snatched away like this.

Lara R.

It's important to support good Canadian
productions. There aren't enough out
there to begin with!
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Dr. Catherine P.

A superlative program in vision, acting,
plotting and dialogue, both important for
its historical perspective and for its
intelligent, compassionate, complex
portrayal of women as full participants
and agents in history and the human
experience. More, please! The accolades,
loyal viewers and narrative and character
potential are there. Play to your strengths.

Dianne M.

Bomb girls is an example of the amazing
work that's been coming out of the
Canadian TV industry. It tells stories that
this generation needs to hear. Please do
not cancel this show. Give it a chance.

Jada B.

I watch this show every week & am blown
away by the story & the acting it needs to
continue

Raven D.

This is one of the few shows that don't
have women as some background support
to leading men. I have been so inspired by
this, even in this male dominated world
there are women who refuse to be
silenced, that's what the world needs
today, not some show about teenagers
ruining songs. Give these ladies a voice,
show the women of the world they are
greater than the odds, because that's
exactly what this show does,
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Andrea B.

The show helps me in a lot of things, my
language first of all, i learned a lot of new
things in english and with my sexual
orientation too, i started to accept my self
for what i really am. Also i enjoyed
watching it because its so good, the
stories are well told and the characters
feel real.

Kim R.

How incredibly frustrating! Cancelling Bomb
Girls has got to be the biggest goose egg on
Canadian tv execs foreheads up to this
point...what are they thinking? Believe it or
not, there are still some people, in Canada
and elsewhere, who love this show and the
important history it tells, who actually enjoy
a story with great actors who bring it to life.
Just ask the viewers from the UK and
Australia and the US who are begging for
access to our little Canadian show! What is so
incredibly complicated about having familiar
Canadian actresses being re-introduced to a
broader audience, having the chance to learn
more about our own history as Canadians,
and catering to viewers who actually have the
attention span to keep watching something
beyond an hour time slot? We don't need
another 'chop her up leave her in the
dumpster for the big detective man to come
along and save the day' type of show. Been
there done that...time to move on. You have
created a great thing here...and these
Canadian heroines deserve to have their
stories told. Don't give up on them now...a
1hour movie doesn't give these women the
justice that is well earned and deserved!
Change your mind, bring it back and focus on
the stories that have so much potential, and
lets move forward. Thank you.
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Dianne S.

Bomb Girls is first-rate quality TV. Great
acting and historical. I must protest
vehemently over its cancellation! Bomb
Girls scripts are excellent, wonderfully
acted and gripping to watch. On a shallow
note, I must say the costumes the female
leads wear are lovely. I was stunned to
hear of its cancellation. Bomb Girls is one
of the best examples of quality TV
anywhere in the world.

Gisele C.

Please renew this well-written program
which focuses on an era where women left
their homes to work in munitions
factories for the war effort - too many
stories to be told. The actors greatly add
to the show - they are well-cast...please
give us more!!

Kim R.

Do NOT cancel Bomb Girls

Anne Sophie P.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show cancelling it would be a great loss.

Lynda S.

The show not only sheds light on a
fascinating time in Canadian history from
a woman's point of view, which is unusal
in itself, it is also well written and
compelling. Come on Global, no more
reality shows. We need meat, not more
dessert. Cheers, Lynda
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Hung H.

One of best well-written TV series ever.
Excellent casting, fabulous
cinematography, authentic period settings
and music and the list goes on. Please
really re-consider your decision and have
this show renew for another season.

Sue M.

Bomb Girls isn't just about our history,
it's about all of us. It's about women
supporting one another and their country.
It shows us how to be better people, and
gives us a reason we can be proud to be
Canadian. A real reason. It gives us hope.
Please don't give up on our girls.

Clare B.

It honours women and our history, and its
characters are truthful and threedimensional. Besides that, Bomb Girls IS
(I'm hoping I don't have to say 'was') at
last a solid, well-made, WATCHABLE,
and enjoyable Canadian show we can be
proud of. There aren't enough of them;
something went very right with Bomb
Girls, and it's just a shame to cancel
something so heartfelt and worth
watching. I hope Global reconsiders and
gives us another season or two. There are
more stories left to tell, even if they're in
the postwar years; there are further layers
in the characters, and in the social climate
of the time, to unravel and explore.

Noris S.

This show is wonderful. Its one of the few
shows that has a wonderful portrayal of
women and really does a great job of it,
dot take that away...
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Linda G.

These characters are too interesting to
leave already! Please let them continue to
evolve over several more seasons.

Heather L.

This show is empowering to women and
teaches history at the same time. It would
be a shame to see it go.

Юлия Булахова

It was one of the best series about women
on WWII I've ever seen. Russian girl
wants to see her favorite Canadian
women. There're so many talented
actressess and so well written script.
Please, re-open it.

О.

Ligia G.

Bomb Girls is the best show I've ever
seen. Every single thing about it is great
and it desrves to live a long life. It makes a
difference, and it's made with passion. We
deserve to get to see where the story goes,
PLEASE.

Jane G.

Because I love this show, the strong
women we don't really hear about now
despite their effort in the war and I see
myself in them. The story isn't finished
yet.

Natalia P.

Bomb Girls is an amazing show, one of
the best ones on TV at this moment. Not
only it's extremely well-written and has a
superb cast but it's also portrays women
in an empowering and realistic way that
you hardly see in media nowadays. If
Bomb Girls doesn't get another season it
will be a great loss.
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Leah A.

I love this show so much, I hope you'll
please consider even a six-episode third
season. The first season was wonderful
and I can't wait to buy the 2nd season
dvds.

Danielle C.

This is one of the best shows out there! it's
so well acted, has amazing story lines and
is so different to anything else out there.
Why take away something so great?

Angela V.

In the first few minutes of the first
episode of Bomb Girls I fell in love with
everything it was. The stories are a stark
historical insight into the often
unacknowledged home efforts of World
War II, but at the same time its themes of
empowerment, prejudice and conflict (not
just wartime but the internal struggles)
are timeless. The characters are so
complex and layered, but manage to
remain truly genuine and relatable in all
their flaws and virtue. It's well written,
thoroughly detailed, and has a
phenomenonly talented cast and crew. It's
a rare think to come across such an
intelligent show lacking in the
misogynistic, racist and
homo/transphobic humour that's so
rampant in popular entertainment. Bomb
Girls is the kind of show that can make
you laugh, think, cry and genuinely feel
for what's happening on the screen. It has
a great wealth of potential to carry the
characters through the war and beyond,
and if it remains cancelled the television
industry has lost a great asset.
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Nicole J.

hands down the best show I've seen in a
long time. glee is literally painful to watch
now and it got 2 more seasons. what the
hell is going on society??

Andrea U.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows that
has been made in a very long time. The
stories about these women, their losses
and their wins, the struggles to overcome,
about friendship and love. The stories the
show tell us we can identify with even
today. The characters feel like real people,
with their flaws and their strengths. It
represents something that most other
television shows seem to ignore and it is
too important to receive this treatment.
This show is amazing. Personally I also
love it because it represents me in a way
that no one has done before. It is more
than just entertainment, it is, like so many
has said before me, it is a fantastic show
that week after week takes up important
issues that still exist in the world today
and gives a voice to those of us who
previously have been ignored or turned
into objects instead of a person.

Nora M.

it is a canadian show! about women in the
war! it has great actors and great
storytelling.. why would you cancel this?

Ruth B.

A female-led show with the best portrayal
of a queer character I have ever seen.
Please don't cancel it.
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Angelica G.

This is one of the few shows that portray
strong female leads during an era that is
considered the dawning of female
empowerment and independence. Also,
this show is amazing.

Jade H.

because its historical and the characters
all have a place in every fans heart

Veronica W.

So many reasons. This show brought
myself and others so much joy, and an
insight to the amazing things women did
in wwII. It was a gorgeous production,
and I have no idea why people would
think to cancel it.

Joanne S.

IT IS HONORING CANADIAN WOMEN
IN THEIR WAR TIME EFFORT AND AN
HONOR TO ALL PEOPLE INVOLVED IN
WW2. THE BEST TV SHOW i HAVE
EVER WATCHED..

Zoe S.

This show is so feminist which is the best
thing ever

Georgina B.

Because Bomb Girls is way too amazing to
end!

Sonia B.

This show is mindblowing in the careful
consideration it takes of both its plot and
its beautifully nuanced characters. There
is nothing else like it on television right
now, and it deserves another chance.
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Kristen L.

I'm a woman and I'm queer and there is
no other show that respects me the way
this show does. As a queer female tv
addict I feel like I've been waiting for this
show my entire life.

Katelynn W.

Renewing Bomb Girls would be amazing
because of two big reasons: 1) there is no
other show on TV right now that treats
women not as accessories to men or as
whores if they choose to be sexually active
but as real people with lives, flaws, and
strengths. There is no other show on TV
that has a cast of women that doesn't
reduce itself to cattiness and fighting
amongst the women to provide titillation
to male viewers. 2) because women so
rarely get a chance to tell their side of the
story because it is seen as less
extraordinary than men's narratives. How
many WW2 films and shows have we seen
with an all male cast of soldiers in the last
20 years? A whole lot. How many have we
seen from a woman's perspective?
Uh...pretty sure Bomb Girls is one of the
only ones if not the only one. Oh wait, one
more. 3) no where else on television do
you see gay and straight relationships
getting handled with the same amount of
care as you do on Bomb Girls. Betty
McCrae is not played for the male gaze
but played as a human being with real
feelings and as a bisexual woman myself I
breathed a sigh of utter relief when Betty
was not forced into the role of the "hot
lesbian chick" there for men to get off on.
If you don't renew Bomb Girls you're
playing it safe. You're playing it just like
everyone else and I expected better of a
Canadian station. How is it that shows,
American shows like Glee with their
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sexism, transphobia, and biphobia get
renewed on Global and yet shows, OUR
shows, our blood, sweat, and tears, our
PASSION gets thrown away like it's not
good enough? Support a Canadian show
as much as you support an American one.
Please renew Bomb Girls. Thank you.

Lisa P.

This show is so well done and tells many
important stories, and it has lots of
potential to keep going strong if you give
it another chance and put it not against
DWS and Murdoch Mysteries.

Jess R.

This is one of the few shows that actually
has a majority female cast. And every
single character is actually three
dimensional.

Aynsley H.

There are so few amazing shows centered
around women and this one is the
absolute best! Don't take away Gladys,
Betty, Kate, Vera, Lorna, Reggie, Sheila,
Carol, Marco, Ivan and the rest of our
lovely gang!!!

Anita C.

This is one of my all time favorite shows
ever, the cast is incredibly talented and
the characters amazing, especially Betty
McRae, Gladys Whitham and Vera Burr.
Please don't cancel it!

Aliisa P.

Bomb Girls represents (and represents
well) characters that are on no other
current shows. It fills a necessary void in
the media fabric and can't be lost.
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Andrea R.

It's so rare to have a well written show
about women, let alone to have a period
piece that so brilliantly depicts the life
and times of the homeland during war.
It's an absolute travesty that this wasn't
picked up for further episodes when your
network continues to air schlock like
Celebrity Apprentice.

Riley F.

Bomb Girls is the best show ever!

Natalie G.

Feminism with a side of misandry,
sprinkled with gay.

Valda R.

A wonderfully well done Canadian
production about our history that was
overlooked for far too long. Renew this
show. Keep this in production. Global &
Shaw do the right thing!

Kimberly R.

I love this show and the storyline's are so
important to me.

Heather G.

this show is art and we need more art in
the world

Dylan W.

Bomb girls is such an inspirational show
and it can't possibly be over!
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Gal Z.

Being Canadian and from Toronto, I love
getting a sense of my city's history! The
show is one of the most well produced
and the result of all the hard work put
into making the show authentic is
phenomenal!

Mia W.

BECAUSE THIS SHOW IS TOO GOOD
TO GO.

Anna R.

Women in television are neglected.
Historical drama is neglected. Locally
produced television is neglected. Writing
with care and panache is neglected. But
not Bomb Girls.

Alice B.

This is important because the issues
presented on Bomb Girls are relevant
today, 70 years later. Bomb Girls also
represents the comonwealth countries
and women the parts of history so often
left out of the narratives of WWII.

Natalie C.

Bomb Girls is a wonderful show, and so
refreshing among some of the slab
"entertainment" shown on TV. It is a great
period piece, full of strong and
independent women, which is what girls
need to see. I am looking forward to
watching every upcoming episode, and
buying the series to watch over and over
again.
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Ana Flavia A.

Bomb Girls is one of the best shows on TV
right now. It's beautiful in its technical
aspects and also in the stories that are
told. The actors are all extremely talented
and convey their characters feelings
majestically. It would be a shame to loose
a show that is so great in representing
women and the relationships and
friendships they engage in. For a show
that is set in the 1940s it is still so
incredibly current. It's amazing and it
would hurt to see it gone.

GABRIELA R.

i like the show

Ellyn G.

Bomb Girls has changed my life and made
me into a stronger person. It is so much
more than a show about superficial
romantic interests or petty fight, it covers
deep issues and shows a perspective that
isn't usually seen.

Amanda A.

I may not be Canadian, but Bomb Girls
represents a very important part of
history people need to hear about. I knew
nothing about the women's war effort in
Canada because my school never talked
about it. And unfortunately, as time goes
by, history is condensed; however, in film
and television, these fictional
reenactments of a time long-passed can
be immortalized for generations to come.
So I'm asking you urgently, not just as a
fan of the show, but as an American
woman to please renew this show.
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Emily L.

This show is more than entertainment. It
is a monumentally important
representation of feminism,
homosexuality, history, and freedom that
is unrepresented in any other television
show to date.

Allison P.

The writing, acting, drama, history, all
combined together have delivered terrific
storytelling. Bomb Girls has the goods for
many more seasons to come.

Sandra A.

There aren't a lot of good shows on TV
these days. Bomb Girls is a terrific show
that is about an important period in
Canadian History.

Jessica W.

Bomb Girls is truly one of the most well
written shows on TV. To show the world
that there can be a show with a large
female cast that is strong and
phenomenal, a show that celebrates
femininity, just to take it away would be
destructive to the minds of young women.

Nicole G.

This is a great show. Great characters,
great drama and story lines and it's about
Canadian History. I love it when they
mention streets and areas that I know.
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Sky L.

I Love the show Bomb Girls because it is a
show full of strong women and he shows
us how women were portrayed back in it's
time frame. It is the first show that I have
come across that positively portrays what
roles women portrayed in helping out
with the war. The show has many strong
characters and many stories still left
untold and I think it deserves another
season.

Soraya G.

This program allows for a real dialogue
between Canadians. It allows for more
shows of this nature -- of primarily female
cast, with discussion of issues of race and
sexuality, delivered as period pieces -- to
exist. As a woman, this is one of the best
television shows I could have possibly
encountered in my life. It makes me
genuinely excited to watch every week,
something I have not been able to say
about any other program in a long while.
There is an art that exists in every frame,
in every costume, in every researched line
of dialogue. Losing this show means a
huge loss for Canadian television, and
speaks volumes about the kind of
networks we would support in its stead. I
hope whatever efforts the fans make to
have this show renewed will be realized
and respected.

Heather S.

bomb girls is literally the only show on tv
right now that makes me feel like a valid
human being as a young girl

Erin T.

Because queer representation and such
strong feminist messages are vital!
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Kirsten P.

Bomb Girls stands apart from other
popular contemporary television series
because it actively works against
expectations. It portrays women as far
more than bodies for consumption and
sexual gratification. Bomb Girls’ writers
and actors rely on intelligence,
imagination, complexity, originality, and
a sophisticated aesthetic commitment to
defy what society considers the truth—
and it is society’s false truth. The stories
this show creates redefine the limits of
our collective vision so that we can write
new truths— truths that are far more
meaningful for who we are and what we
believe is possible. This show, as Betty
McRae says, represents the power of
“crossing lines,” of holding women up to a
prism, refracting light, sound, color, body,
breath, motion, and voice and showing us
in our essential human vitality

Gesa P.

As a lesbian from Germany Betty McRae's
story struck a true chord with me. On
mainstream television there is currently
no other character I can even remotely
identify with. Bomb Girls has a lot to offer
for a lot of different people. It's a show
driven by compelling characters, many of
them female, who all have strong voices,
and a story that needs to be told.

Pierrah J.

I love this show. It in my top ten of tv
shows.

Victoria A.

This show is awesome. We need more
show like this.
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Lena W.

Because this is an incredible show with
AMAZING REPRESENTATION OF
LESBIAN CHARACTERS!

Y C.

Bomb Girls has many leading female
characters, plus a lead gay female
character and historical context make for
an amazing show! The whole cast has
great chemistry! I cant imagine WHY
Bomb Girls would be cancelled!!

Brenda M.

I love that this series shows the womans
perspective of the second world war. Not
much if at all is seen from their
perspective. Their struggle, challenges
and the contribution they fulfilled. I am a
big fan of the show and each of the
characters in it. Please continue the
series. Thank you!

Alyssa G.

Because media matters. Because in a sea
of terrible shows that regurgitate
problematic stereotypes and bow to
patriarchy Bomb Girls is a much needed
reprieve. This show is far from perfect but
it is amazing and it tries. It's actors are
brilliant, it's cinematography beautiful, its
costumes phenomenal. It is a show about
women and driven by women, it does not
regulate women to secondary characters.
It has one of the best representations of a
queer woman I have seen on my tv. It is a
show that has given many people
including myself hope and we won't let it
go without a fight.
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Hayley G.

Amazing show, amazing characters,
amazing stories.

Rebecca M.

Bomb Girls is an excellent show. Please
reconsider and give it a Season 3. It
deserves more time to grow outside
Canada and should be available on DVD
as well.

Emily R.

This show is very much needed in this
world. It features so many strong and
complex female characters that television
is so hideously lacking. There's not one
woman or person in general who can't
connect to one of the characters. Betty
McRae is an inspiration to me. As a young
adult lesbian, I've struggled with
everything she's gone through. We do not
get this kind of representation anywhere
else. We need characters like her. Not just
for the LGBT community, but women
everywhere who don't fit in to what
society expects a woman to be. The show
is beautiful, complex, and very well acted.
Cancelling this show will not just be an
injustice to the fine actors, but to women
around the world.

Nicole A.

As a bisexual good girl with an abusive exfather, Kate Andrews means a lot to me.
And I love all the characters too.

Kenzie P.

This program is simply amazing and the
story it tells is vital to all of us in the
historical context it creates. What else do
we have? A League of Their Own?
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Holly W.

I'm signing because the TV landscape
needs stories, characters and emotions as
true as the ones portrayed by Bomb Girls.
Also the number of Canadian history
shows that focus on the intrepid women
of the war era are nonexistent if this show
goes off the air. Lets not make that a sad
reality.

Skylar P.

This show helps me connect with my
family matriarch in ways I never have
before. Means everything! The show is
also well written, likable and enjoyable.

Laura G.

Because it is a good story, and one worth
continuing

Katie S.

Bomb Girls is the only show with a
character that closely relates to me IN A
MAJOR WAY! Not only is the whole show
AMAZING, the character of Betty McRae
is far from generic.

Sonja .

the writing and acting is impeccable, and
it's one of the few truly great female led
shows on tv.

Chloe S.

Bomb Girls is an incredibly important
show and it's fantastic representation of
women and their relationships is
something that is sorely needed.
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Vanessa W.

Bomb Girls is one of those rarities. It's a
Canadian-made show that has the quality
to stand up among shows from the rest of
the world. Beautifully made for so many
reason, and the cast and crew deserves to
get a chance to provide proper closure.

April G.

Never have I seen such an incredible show
led by great women. The writing, the
music, the clothes, the actors. It all comes
to life in such a great way. We can see the
path created by women from the past to
now!

Holly M.

We need more shows like this - that
represent strong women and LGBT
characters!

Stephanie S.

Bomb Girls is the most well written, well
acted, important show on television right
now. The stories being told are focused on
women and are, unfortunately, extremely
unique to Bomb Girls. Even though the
show is set in the 1940s, I still feel like my
story is being told through these
characters.

Jennifer G.

Bomb Girls is one of the most amazing
shows I have ever come across...It has
truly changed my life.
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Barbara and
Don

SO VERY SAD!!!!! We found "Bomb
Girls" on our Netflix "Instant Play" and
dearly LOVE it!!!! We are VERY
disappointed there will be no Season 3,
and hope the network will amend that
decision!!! We have told many friends
how excellent it is!! we live in USA, North
Carolina. Bomb Girls is so well written,
acted, etc. etc. The characters are so
interesting, their stories deserve to
continue to be told!!!

Andrea M.

Give us back Bomb Girls! I'm from the
U.S. and I love this show!

Michelle H.

Awesome show!

Lisa G.

I agree, miss this series. They are a great
cast and a wonderful show.

Shannon G.

i miss this show so much it hurts!

Dawn A.

Why do they always take good shows off
the air!

Sharon W.

Missing this program much!

Glenn B.

Girls. Guns Garter belts. A winning
combination!

Pauline M.

Bring it back on!!!!! Love it
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Larry S.

best series ever!!!

Lisa N H.

Why bother updating it, if it all comes to
an end once the "movie" is aired....if we
even get one.

Savannah G.

Wheat Sure do miss that show!

Bev R.

Sad that they won't bring it back on.
When is the movie is suppose to be ?

Nan D.

I am in Ottawa and have cable from
Rogers. what cable station is it on and at
what time!??? I love this show and just
want to see this!

Peggy H.

I want it BACK!!!!!

Barbara B.

bring it back, want more

Linda V.

Please bring it back!!

Debra F.

Wish they would bring the show back!

Pilar N.

I was thinking of this show today, funny.

Erica S.

Miss this show!!
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Barbara P.

Sears love that show.

Karen T.

Betty! Perfect!

Celine H.

Thanks, my new background!

Destinee L.

This show was so great. Miss it

Yavanna B.

Bring it back

Deirdre W.

I miss this show please bring it back

Lisa N H.

I take my comment back. Production for
TV movie starts October 28!!!!!

Heather .

BRING IT BACK!!!

April G.

MORE BOMB GIRLS #SaveBombGirls

Deb S.

YES YES..bring it back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Patrick T.

Let Acorn the people who make Foyles
War take over production.

Sheri F.

BRING IT BACK!!!!
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David W.

Betty's the cats pajamas! We lose these
folks we may lose the war.

Kewin B.

OMG =OOOO

Beth P.

Bring it back!!

Izzy E.

More please!

Amy S.

My 22 year old daughter and I watch this
from Dallas, Texas on NETFLIX. My
daughter detests TV and this is the ONLY
show she will watch. We are on the
second to last episode. So sad that this is
not continuing.

Kyle B.

This needs to come back no questions
asked. Just get it on a network big enough
to get it into more homes.

Pj J.

It's the best show I've seen in ages! Bring
it back!!!!!!

Jennifer D.

Makes me soooo mad that this show won't
be back!!! The last I knew the ratings were
good so I don't get it!!! Not satisfied with
just a movie!! This makes the third great
show that got cancelled on me...all they
want is same ol same ol crap shows!!!

Michelle F.

Please bring it back! I love this show!
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Lynne R.

second season just started here and i'm
loving it

Alysse T.

i miss my girls

Terri B.

Bring it back!!!! What a great show

Virginia M.

Miss this show!!!!!

Marilyn Ann C.

Me too....want it back !!

Jonathan B.

Bring it back

Kandi H.

Love this show

Stacey S.

Man I miss this show!!! Any word about
another season?

Darlene-Joy G.

Sure do miss this show!! It so reminds me
of the stories my Mum told as she was a
bomb girl in Montreal. Please bring it
back, it is a quality show that gives us a
little history of how these women helped
the war effort.

Peggie T.

I t hink we deserve another season or
two!!!!!!!
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Crystal P.

Does anyone know when the next season
is coming out?

Karen Dicie M.

Miss the show - I looked so forward each
week to it and now it's gone. Such a
shame for us Canadians

Lyn S.

Come back!

Tanya F.

Yeah very disappointed here!!! Love that
era!!! BRING IT BACK!!!!!!!!

Tammy N.

Inspiring a whole new wave of pin curls
and victory waves in women ---The look
of the 40s is making a comeback thanks to
shows like this--Wonderful to have
something different hit the TV instead of
the brain rot of so called reality TV

Tracy V.

This show is the "BOMB"!!! And I'm
reading that they are going to cancel it!!!
WHAT THE HELL???-!!! III'mm
bummed!

Theresa R.

love this show

Al S.

Great show with tough choices. Bring 'er
back for another season. After all we are
still in '42 on the story line.

Diana L.

Loved this show. It would be great to see
it back!
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Sarah N.

Cancelled, really? I just started watching
it on netflix.

Belinda M.

LOVE this show. Please donot cancel it.

Angela C.

Love this show, wish I lived in this Era : )

Monique D.

MISS THEM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sandy H.

Wish they would be coming back this fall.
Can't believe it got cancelled!

Lynn K.

Love this show. Bring it back!!!!!

Judy L.

Love this show.

Sandra C.

bring it back

Shawn R.

When is this show coming back?

Amber J.

Bring it back!!! Bring it back!!! This is an
outstanding show!!! Come on you execs,
don't be FOOLS!! We need this back on
air!!! Don't leave us
hanging..PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!

Priscilla P.

yeah seriously, this show was actually
good. GAHHHH
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Carla G.

Please bring back Bomb girls!! This show
means a lot to us girls, my grandma was a
bomb girl.

Krista L.

Bring it baaaack! I dont understand how
it couldve been cancelled. Soo stupid.

VJ Ed B.

Bring the show back,it was a great show!

Blaine M.

Loved that show and I'm an Oregonian
male (but then the show was loaded with
gorgeous women!), but I really liked the
historical premise upon which it was
based........and did I mention the gorgeous
women?

Claudette M.

Cancelled???? Seriously??.....I love that
show!

Marlene B.

Really, it is cancelled??? Such great TV
and yet they continue to produce that
trashy crap like Two and a Half Men!

Patty S.

Love this show. We want more, more,
more.

Casa P.

Miss the show!

Donna Jean P.

Bring it back...we want more!!!

Stephanie K.

Where is season 3
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Anna B.

loved this show...... I wish they didn't end
it at season 2, I would have continued
watching it season after season......

Christine B.

Is this a sign that Bomb Girls is coming
back? I miss the show too!

Debbie R.

I miss it too.I feel like there is so much to
finish

Zenobia E H.

Bring back Bomb Girls..so tired of those
reality shows they are so over played.We
need more musicals,family shows and
bring back the Saturday and Sunday night
movies.

Bridgette D.

Don't cancel this show!!!!!

Adriana O.

Super bummed it got cancelled! ;( they
better hurry in the movie!! I need closure
lol

Stacie T.

I love bomb girls too!!! Bring it back to
the USA!!!!!!!

Lois C.

Bring it back!

Rose M.

bring it back for more seasons it a great
show

Elizabeth B.

My friends and I LOVE Bomb Girls!!
Bring it back
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Clyde F.

Bring it back great show

Kamila JOAN:.

Bring it back !!

D.

Christina R.

Please bring it back...I love this show....

Barbara M.

Great show. When is it returning?

M H.

You are greatly missed.

Crystal D.

Miss the show.

Lorraine F.

Miss that show soooooooo much!

Susan S.

Great show. Can't believe it's been
canceled. I'm watching television less and
less.

Dawn G.

When's it coming back in the US?

Patricia O.

They never should have cancelled this
show! Waiting for the 2 hour movie.

Nichelle P.

i miss this show so much!!!!! = (
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Marlene H.

Don't know why they always seem to
cancel all the great shows, makes no sense
to me !!!!

Holly R.

I love this show. Watching seasons 1-2
over and over! Need more!

Lynne D.

Why did it have to end ;(

Jenny P.

More Bomb Girls! We need moreeee!

Kathleen M.

Bring on the new season.

Carol M.

Is it time????

Gretchen P.

Even my husband loves Bomb Girls!
Bring it back!!!!

Maggie J.

I honestly can't believe it was picked up in
the US last year and UK this year and it's
been cancelled. Unbelievable! Why is it
that the network doesn't think that the
work that OUR women did to help the
war effort isn't worth anything?

Marcy M.

miss it soo much

Maile R. T.

I miss it ..
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Brandy G.

I just want season 3 to happen

Starr N.

I love it

Brian W.

Still so mad that this amazing show was
cancelled. It was one of the most well
written stories, and such an important
part of history for how the role of women
changed during the war. Glad the UK
folks will see it. It's a world wide story line
of how things changed in that era. Bomb
Girls made Canada proud.

Erin B.

Its on Netflix if knowone didn't know
that. I really hope a season 3 happens

Deborah C.

what a GREAT show . . .miss it

MaryAnn M.

Yes, what about the US?

Mae G.

Another great T V show ,can,t wait until it
stars again OCT

Patricia B.

I'd still would like there to be a season 3
in Canada!!!!

Recycology .

What about downunder here in Aussie!? I
only ever see it on aeroplanes!!

Maria P.

I really like the show. I would love to have
it back in the US.
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Diana D.

I see it on netflix...late but I don't care as
long as I see it! love it ... hope they can
save it! great win for Meg Tilly,TX,USA

Bob C.

Lovely. The greedy Canadian network that
sold it has now made certain that we
Canadian fans can never see the
continuation of the series. As for Netflix,
we pay enough already for our satellite
and cable TV. For shame, Global.

Nanci R.

Never mind that,give me a season 3!

Carrie S.

What about here in USA??

Rebecca E.

When is season 3!?!?!?!

Jennifer D.

Yes what chanel in the USA?

Katharine J.

Such a great show. It's a shame shows like
this get cancelled but the Real
Housewives is on everyday.

Jane D.

Big deal. A repeat of season 2. No season
3 cause its cancelled

Leah S.

That sucks that its been cancelled. I loved
that show!

Jolene L.

Loved that show.
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Chad Matthew

Wish it could continue.

H.

Gillian M.

I really miss this show..hope they decide
to bring it back!

Christine G.

Great show! Don't miss it! No season
three as yet. Talk of a mini movie!

Elexa H.

Season 2 in on Netflix in the US!!

Linda W.

How can we watch Season 2 in the US?

Lyn S.

Yeah and we have to suffer without it!

Angel W.

HUH? It's been canceled? NOOOOO!
Why do they take off all the good stuff?
Can't tell me it didn't do well in ratings.Of
course it was on Reelz here & not many
people I know watch that channel. I found
by accident.

Barbara B.

hope we get it here in the us

Stacey L.

Wish they'd make a season 3....miss that
show !
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Olivia H.

PROUD CANADIAN over here with so
much sadness my Grandfather served in
tw Second World War. My family was
here during the rest of it and now the
ONE show which is truly Canadian. They
decide isn't worth it. Dispicable.

Shirl O.

Thanks for letting me know I'm looking
forward to it x

April S.

I can't wait to see it in the USA

Casa P.

I want season 3

Vanesa K.

Yay! I hope there will be a 3rd one

Cheryl N.

I hope they will put season 3 on in the
USA! I love Bomb Girls!

Terrie G.

I'm waiting for season 3!

Jill M.

Really enjoyed this show ! Was so mad
they cancelled it.Hope they will
reconsider making a season 3 in the near
future.

Sorlie M.

Come on ITV3...get a third season made.
If North America won't pay for Season 3,
maybe the UK will.
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Nancy P.

Yay!!!! I love this show! So glad it's back!

James W.

Just watched season 1 on DVD. Great
series about WWII and women's efforts
on the home front!

Zoe T.

Ill be on the sofa Saturday night...

Becky B.

Just bring it back!!!! This is one of the
only shows I watched every week!!!

Aimeé J.

we can watch it on Netflix in the USA and
i love this show!!!

Lynne R.

so glad I seen this loved this show

Courtney B.

i thought it was exciting news like, "We've
decided to bring the show back"

Moira R.

Excellent I've got mine on record bloody
love it x This should be on our ITV 1
instead of ITV 3 but who cares it's back
and that's all that matters x

Julie R.

Looking forward to this

Elizabeth A.

Just watched it on netflix & literally was
glued for 2 days lol. I got my sister to
watch it already loves it season 1 ep 2
really wish it didn't cx & had a season 3!!!
I'm dying over here!
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Sarah A.

Love the show!!!! Sadly I've only seen
what's out on Netflix-- hopefully the new
episodes will be on hulu?!

Jennifer Mary E. Just seen its on tonight, is this the first
episode? I have literally searched once a
week for it, the week i dont it restarts!
Rage!!

Catherine A. H.

I LOVE this show!

Cathy L.

I love this show too. I can't believe they
cancelled it. BOOOO to Global!!! I don't
care about some 2 hour movie. I looked
forward to the show every week!!

Tianya W.

when will it come back to the U.S.???

Meriannea C.

Hoping the 2 hour series movie finale airs
soon in the US

Natalia D.

Can we just for once have a never-ending,
good show that we can all look forward
to... instead, we look aimlessly through
netflix for BBC series or something else,
just to find out that they EVENTUALLY END...

Stacey D.

is there going to be another season ?
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Roxann L.

Sad that there will be no season 3. Why
bother watching any news series if there is
no future.

Judy C.

when will it be back on in Canada.?

Carman H.

when is the new season airing in Canada ?

Maggie G.

Oh, how I wish they would change their
minds and bring you back!!

Linda L.

Please make another season!

Nicole A.

noooooo!Please dont cancel my favorite
show!

Susan J.

What can I do to persuade the producers
to continue and create Season 3??? How
does a show win awards and garner a
large, adoring fan base across several
countries and get cancelled????

Rocio C.

Speechless. Thank you... Perfection. A 3rd
Season would be lovely. Thank you.
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Cathy L.

I moving to Saskatchewan early in 2014
and I am not even going to bother getting
cable or satellite any more. You finally put
on a decent series and you cancel it after 2
seasons. All the stations are the same,
they run these stupid "reality" shows
season after season and there is never
anything decent to watch half the time.
I'm not paying for this any more! I'm
going back to a digital antenna, at least
it's free and I can get a few half decent
shows and I won't be paying for friggin
infomercials and mindless reality shows.
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